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Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
 

ANNUAL STUDENT ASSESSMENT REPORT 
2010-2011 

 

Executive Summary 
 
The seventeenth annual report on student assessment in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education 
is presented as required by the State Regents’ policy on “Assessment.”  Reports submitted by each 
institution are provided as an overview of the 2010-11 academic year assessment activities.   

Background 

Oklahoma legislation paved the way for development of a statewide assessment plan in 1991 by allowing 
institutions to charge students up to one dollar per credit hour to support the student assessment effort.  
The State Regents’ Assessment Policy was adopted in October 1991 with the purpose of maximizing 
student success. 
 
The purpose of assessment is to maximize student success.  The institutional assessment plan requires the 
systematic collection, interpretation, and use of information about student learning and achievement to 
improve instruction.  The assessment policy also addresses the need to demonstrate public accountability 
by providing evidence of institutional effectiveness. 
 
Each institution must evaluate students at four levels (graduate student assessment is optional): 

Entry-Level Assessment and Course Placement - to determine academic preparation and course 
placement. 

General Education (Mid-Level) Assessment - to determine general education competencies in 
reading, writing, mathematics, and critical thinking. 

Program Outcomes (Exit-Level) Assessment - to evaluate outcomes in the student's major. 
Assessment of Student Satisfaction - to ascertain students' perceptions of their educational 

experiences including support services, academic curriculum, faculty, etc. 
Graduate Student Assessment - to assess student learning beyond standard admission and graduation 

requirements and to evaluate student satisfaction. 
Institutions submit an annual assessment report to the State Regents, which describes assessment efforts 
at each of these levels.  Information on number of students assessed, results of the assessment, and 
detailed plans for any institutional and instructional changes due to assessment results are to be provided 
in the report. 

Entry-Level Assessment and Placement 

The purpose of entry-level assessment is to assist institutional faculty and advisors in making course 
placement decisions that will give students the best possible chance of academic success.  Beginning in 
fall 1994, the State Regents implemented a required score of 19 on the ACT in the subject areas of 
English, mathematics, science, and reading as the "first-cut" for entry-level assessment.  Students may 
also demonstrate curricular proficiency by means of an approved secondary assessment process.  Students 
are enrolled in developmental courses after being unable to demonstrate proficiency in one or more 
subject areas.  These courses are below college-level and are not applied toward degree requirements.  A 
supplementary per credit hour fee is assessed to the student for these courses. 
 
As required by policy, institutional assessment plans not only assess the basic academic skills of 
incoming students for course placement purposes, but also track students to measure their success rate.  In 
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addition to measuring basic academic skill competencies, institutions are collecting data on student 
attitudes and perceptions of college life.  Institutions are offering orientation courses, computer-assisted 
instruction, tutoring, and learning resource centers, all of which are intended to make the initial college 
experiences both positive and successful. 

General Education (Mid-Level) Assessment 

General education assessment is designed to assess the competencies gained by students in the college 
general education program.  Institutions are required to assess students in the areas of reading, writing, 
mathematics, and critical thinking.  Mid-level assessment normally occurs after completion of 45 
semester hours and prior to completion of 70 semester hours.  For associate degree programs, mid-level 
assessment may occur halfway through the program or at the end of the program.  More typically, this 
assessment occurs at the end of the program after students have had sufficient time to develop basic skills. 
 
Assessments at mid-level and in the major academic program provide important information to 
institutions about the degree to which their general education programs facilitate student achievement of 
desired knowledge and competencies.  Results of this process have led some institutions to redesign their 
general education programs.  The types of courses and delivery methods have been closely examined. 

Program Outcomes (Exit-Level) Assessment 

Program outcomes assessment, or major field of study assessment, is designed to measure how well 
students are meeting institutionally stated program goals and objectives.  As with other levels of 
assessment, selection of assessment instruments and other parameters (such as target groups, when 
assessment occurs, etc.) is the responsibility of the institution.  Institutions are encouraged to give 
preference to nationally standardized instruments that supply normative data.  The instrument selected 
should measure skills and abilities specific to the program and to higher level thinking skills.  Results are 
used to revise curricula. 

Assessment of Student Satisfaction 

Student and alumni perceptions are important in the evaluation and enhancement of academic and campus 
programs and services because they provide an indication of the students' subjective view of events and 
services, which collectively constitute their undergraduate experiences.  Student satisfaction assessment 
can be accomplished in several ways including, but not limited to, surveys, interviews, and focus groups.  
The results are used to provide feedback to improve programs and services.   
 
Assessment survey results indicate student satisfaction with the availability and interest of faculty and 
staff, academic preparation for future occupations, classroom facilities, campus buildings and grounds, 
class size, libraries, cost, and other services.  Common areas of dissatisfaction were food services, course 
availability, veteran’s services, availability of student housing, job placement assistance, financial aid 
services, student activity fee uses, and parking.   
 
Changes have been implemented as a result of student feedback.  Common changes include upgrades and 
addition of technology resources to improve academic and administrative services, student access to 
computers and the Internet, expanded orientation programs, enhanced tutoring services, student activities, 
food services, and career counseling and placement.  New facilities have been constructed and older 
facilities have been renovated to meet students’ needs. 
 

Graduate Student Assessment 
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Beginning fall 1996, higher education institutions that charge graduate students the student assessment fee 
must perform assessment beyond the standard requirements for admission to and graduation from a 
graduate program. Nine universities offering graduate programs (OU, OSU, UCO, ECU, NSU, SEOSU, 
SWOSU, CU, and LU) reported graduate student assessment activities that include licensure, 
certification, and comprehensive exams; portfolios; capstone courses; theses; interviews; and surveys. 

Licensure/Certification Assessment 

An important measure of both student achievement and program effectiveness and appropriateness is the 
professional examination for licensure or certification. Institutions were asked to provide the number of 
students taking such examinations and the number of students passing.   

Assessment Budgets 

In compliance with State Regents’ policy regarding the use of fees, assessment fees are reported. 
Assessment fees are allocated for the support of assessment activities.   

Analysis 

As evidenced by the institutional reports, Oklahoma’s colleges and universities are achieving the two 
major objectives of student assessment: to improve programs and to provide public accountability.  As 
institutional implementation of student assessment has evolved, continued enhancements and 
improvements have been documented. 
 
Institutions have improved the process of gathering and using assessment data.  Specific days or class 
times for assessment have been designated to encourage and facilitate student participation in general 
education and program outcomes testing.  Strategies for increasing the response rates to surveys have 
been evaluated.  Assessment results have been integrated into other institutional review processes and 
shared widely with faculty and students.    
 
Areas of concern include the variance in secondary institutional placement cut-scores for a given 
instrument. Secondary testing for science is not practiced at all institutions; however, some institutions 
use a combination of reading and math scores and others use science tests.  Also, institutions are using 
one or more of several different assessment instruments; this variation diminishes the ability to compare 
practices across the state or with institutions in other states.   
 
Administration of general education assessment varies in methodology among the state’s higher education 
institutions with several using locally developed tests.  Using nationally-normed exams could provide 
more consistency and comparison to national benchmarks. 
 
Persistence and graduation rates depend on the ability of a student to succeed not only in higher-level 
courses, but also globally in the business and industry.  Implementation of state-wide outcomes 
assessments in writing and mathematics could insure that students have the requisite skills to be 
successful in further education and in the work place.  Pass rates of outcomes assessments could be 
included in the annual student assessment report as a means of monitoring progress and increasing public 
transparency and accountability.  Such assessments also could assist in accreditation. 
 
Additional information on related institutional polices and student performance are available in annual 
reports from the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, including the Annual Student 
Remediation Report and the High School Indicators Project Reports: Mean ACT Composite Scores; High 
School to College-Going Rates; Headcount, Semester Hours and GPA; and Remediation Rates.   
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OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
 

ANNUAL STUDENT ASSESSMENT REPORT 

2010-2011 
 
The seventeenth annual report on student assessment in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education 
is presented as required by the State Regents’ policy on “Assessment.”  Reports submitted by each 
institution are provided as an overview of the 2010-2011 academic year assessment activities.   

Background 

Oklahoma legislation paved the way for development of a statewide assessment plan in 1991 by allowing 
institutions to charge students up to one dollar per credit hour to support the student assessment effort.  
The State Regents’ Assessment Policy was adopted in October 1991 with the purpose of maximizing 
student success. 
 
The purpose of assessment is to maximize student success.  The institutional assessment plan requires the 
systematic collection, interpretation, and use of information about student learning and achievement to 
improve instruction.  The assessment policy also addresses the need to demonstrate public accountability 
by providing evidence of institutional effectiveness. 
 
The policy is a proactive, comprehensive assessment program, which addresses institutional quality and 
curricular cohesiveness.  It is designed so that the results of the assessment efforts will contribute to the 
institution's strategic planning, budgetary decision-making, institutional marketing, and improving the 
quality of student services. 
 
Each institution must evaluate students at four levels (graduate student assessment is optional): 

Entry-Level Assessment and Course Placement - to determine academic preparation and course 
placement. 

General Education (Mid-Level) Assessment - to determine general education competencies in 
reading, writing, mathematics, and critical thinking. 

Program Outcomes (Exit-Level) Assessment - to evaluate outcomes in the student's major. 
Assessment of Student Satisfaction - to ascertain students' perceptions of their educational 

experiences including support services, academic curriculum, faculty, etc. 
Graduate Student Assessment - to assess student learning beyond standard admission and graduation 

requirements and to evaluate student satisfaction. 
Institutions submit an annual assessment report to the State Regents, which describes assessment efforts 
at each of these levels.  Information on number of students assessed, results of the assessment, and 
detailed plans for any institutional and instructional changes due to assessment results are to be provided 
in the report. 
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Although all institutions currently use the ACT as the first entry-level assessment, testing instruments 
used for secondary evaluation vary.  Commonly selected commercial instruments include the ACT 
Assessment of Skills for Successful Entry and Transfer (ASSET), the Accuplacer Computerized 
Placement Test (CPT), ACT Computer-Adaptive Placement and Support System (COMPASS), and the 
Nelson-Denny Reading Test.  Institutionally-developed writing and mathematics tests, as well as a 
predictive statistical model, are also used. Each institution is responsible for establishing secondary 
testing cut-scores. 
 
As required by policy, institutional assessment plans not only assess the basic academic skills of 
incoming students for course placement purposes, but also track students to measure their success rate.  In 
addition to measuring basic academic skill competencies, institutions are collecting data on student 
attitudes and perceptions of college life.  Institutions are offering orientation courses, computer-assisted 
instruction, tutoring, and learning resource centers, all of which are intended to make the initial college 
experiences both positive and successful. 

General Education (Mid-Level) Assessment 

General education assessment is designed to assess the competencies gained by students in the college 
general education program.  Institutions are required to assess students in the areas of reading, writing, 
mathematics, and critical thinking.  Mid-level assessment normally occurs after completion of 45 
semester hours and prior to completion of 70 semester hours.  For associate degree programs, mid-level 
assessment may occur halfway through the program or at the end of the program.  More typically, this 
assessment occurs at the end of the program after students have had sufficient time to develop basic skills. 
 
Mid-level assessment is accomplished with a combination of locally developed and standardized testing 
instruments such as the ACT Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP), the Riverside 
College Base Academic Subjects Examination (BASE), and the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE).  
These nationally validated instruments are useful, because they provide regional or national benchmark 
data from other participating institutions.  Several institutions have developed local instruments for mid-
level assessment in some subject areas.  More qualitative assessments, such as portfolio assessments and 
course-embedded techniques, are also being used. 
 
Assessments at mid-level and in the major academic program provide important information to 
institutions about the degree to which their general education programs facilitate student achievement of 
desired knowledge and competencies.  Results of this process have led some institutions to redesign their 
general education programs.  The types of courses and delivery methods have been closely examined. 

Program Outcomes (Exit-Level) Assessment 

Program outcomes assessment, or major field of study assessment, is designed to measure how well 
students are meeting institutionally stated program goals and objectives.  As with other levels of 
assessment, selection of assessment instruments and other parameters (such as target groups, when 
assessment occurs, etc.) is the responsibility of the institution.  Institutions are encouraged to give 
preference to nationally standardized instruments that supply normative data.  The instrument selected 
should measure skills and abilities specific to the program and to higher level thinking skills.  Results are 
used to revise curricula. 
 
Program outcomes assessment methods used by State System institutions are diverse.  Faculty members 
in each academic program or major field of study are responsible for developing their own methods of 
assessing to what degree students meet stated program goals and objectives.  Assessments include 
structured exit interviews, surveys of graduating seniors and employers, Educational Testing Service’s 
(ETS) Major Field Assessment Tests (MFAT), national graduate school admission exams (GRE, MCAT, 
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GMAT), the ACT College Outcome Measured Program (COMP), senior projects, portfolios, recitals, 
national and state licensing exams, internships, capstone courses, theses, transfer GPAs, admission to 
professional schools, retention rates, and job placement. 

Assessment of Student Satisfaction 

Student and alumni perceptions are important in the evaluation and enhancement of academic and campus 
programs and services because they provide an indication of the students' subjective view of events and 
services, which collectively constitute their undergraduate experiences.  Student satisfaction assessment 
can be accomplished in several ways including, but not limited to, surveys, interviews, and focus groups.  
The results are used to provide feedback to improve programs and services.   
 
Assessment survey results indicate student satisfaction with the availability and interest of faculty and 
staff, academic preparation for future occupations, classroom facilities, campus buildings and grounds, 
class size, libraries, cost, and other services.  Common areas of dissatisfaction were food services, course 
availability, veteran’s services, availability of student housing, job placement assistance, financial aid 
services, student activity fee uses, and parking.   
 
Changes have been implemented as a result of student feedback.  Common changes include upgrades and 
addition of technology resources to improve academic and administrative services, student access to 
computers and the Internet, expanded orientation programs, enhanced tutoring services, student activities, 
food services, and career counseling and placement.  New facilities have been constructed and older 
facilities have been renovated to meet students’ needs. 
 
Nationally standardized surveys are used most often, but locally developed surveys are administered at 
some colleges and universities.  Students are often surveyed at entry, during their college experience, and 
after they graduate.  Many institutions also survey withdrawing students.  The ACT Student Opinion 
Survey (SOS) is the most commonly used instrument.  Others include the Noel-Levitz Student 
Satisfaction Inventory (SSI), the ACT Alumni Survey, the ACT Withdrawing or Non-returning Student 
Survey, and the ACT College Outcomes Survey (COS). 

Graduate Student Assessment 

Beginning fall 1996, higher education institutions that charge graduate students the student assessment fee 
must perform assessment beyond the standard requirements for admission to and graduation from a 
graduate program. Nine universities offering graduate programs (OU, OSU, UCO, ECU, NSU, SEOSU, 
SWOSU, CU, and LU) reported graduate student assessment activities that include licensure, 
certification, and comprehensive exams; portfolios; capstone courses; practica; theses; interviews; and 
surveys. 

Licensure/Certification Assessment 

An important measure of both student achievement and program effectiveness and appropriateness is the 
professional examination for licensure or certification. Institutions were asked to provide the number of 
students taking such examinations and the number of students passing.   

Assessment Budgets 

In compliance with State Regents’ policy regarding the use of fees, it is important to monitor how 
assessment fees are being allocated for the support of assessment activities.  An analysis of assessment 
budgets is planned for future reports. 
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Analysis 

Student assessment in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education is defined as: 
“A multi-dimensional evaluative process that measures the overall educational impact of the 
college/university experience on students and provides information for making program 
improvements.”  

 
As evidenced by the institutional reports, Oklahoma’s colleges and universities are achieving the two 
major objectives of student assessment: to improve programs and to provide public accountability.  As 
institutional implementation of student assessment has evolved, continued enhancements and 
improvements have been documented. 
 
Institutions have improved the process of gathering and using assessment data.  Specific days or class 
times for assessment have been designated to encourage and facilitate student participation in general 
education and program outcomes testing.  Strategies for increasing the response rates to surveys have 
been evaluated.  Assessment results have been integrated into other institutional review processes and 
shared widely with faculty and students.    
 
Areas of concern include the variance in secondary institutional placement cut-scores for a given 
instrument.   Secondary testing for science is not practiced at all institutions; however, some institutions 
use a combination of reading and math scores and others use science tests.  Also, institutions are using 
one or more of seven different assessment instruments; this variation diminishes the ability to compare 
practices across the state or with institutions in other states.   
 
Administration of general education assessment varies in methodology among the state’s higher education 
institutions with several using locally developed tests.  Using nationally-normed exams could provide 
more consistency and comparison to national benchmarks. 
 
Persistence and graduation rates depend on the ability of a student to succeed not only in higher-level 
courses, but also globally in the business and industry.  Implementation of state-wide outcomes 
assessments in writing and mathematics could insure that students have the requisite skills to be 
successful in further education and in the work place.  Pass rates of outcomes assessments could be 
included in the annual student assessment report as a means of monitoring progress and increasing public 
transparency and accountability.  Such assessments also could assist in regional and departmental 
accreditation. 
 
Additional information on related institutional polices and student performance are available in annual 
reports from the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, including the Annual Student 
Remediation Report and the High School Indicators Project Reports: Mean ACT Composite Scores; High 
School to College-Going Rates; Headcount, Semester Hours and GPA; and Remediation Rates.   
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Entry-Level Assessment 
 

Entry-Level Assessment and Placement is defined in State Regents’ policy as an “evaluation conducted 
prior to enrollment which assists institutional faculty and counselors in making decisions that give 
students the best possible chance of success in attaining academic goals”.    
 
Each institution uses ACT subscores to provide a standard for measuring student readiness.  Students 
scoring below the minimum level established by the State Regents in the four subject areas of science 
reasoning, mathematics, reading, and English are required to undergo additional testing to determine the 
level of readiness for college level work consistent with the institution’s approved assessment plan, or 
successfully complete remedial/developmental course work in the subject area. 
 
Institutions are required to report to the State Regents the methods, instruments, and cut-scores used for 
entry-level course placement, as well as the student success in both remedial and college-level courses.  
Instructional changes resulting from an analysis of entry-level assessment is also to be reported. 
 
Several institutions use a combination of high school grade point averages, ACT subject scores, and 
secondary test scores to determine course level placement.  Minimum scores required for college level 
work are listed in tables with each institution.  Some institutions adjust math cut-scores upward if the 
student’s anticipated major field of study requires a higher level of mathematics skills. 
 
The following listing by institution includes the testing instruments used for determining course 
placement, the subject area scores necessary for enrollment in college-level courses, and actions taken as 
a result of tracking student performance in their first college-level course.  While a few of the tests were 
developed locally, the majority were obtained from testing companies.  The COMPASS and ASSET 
instruments are produced by ACT; Accuplacer, CPT, and Writeplacer are products of The College Board.  
ASSET is a pencil-and-paper version of COMPASS, a computer-based format.  Accuplacer and CPT are 
the same.  
 
University of Oklahoma (OU) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS, standardized writing sample, and/or Calculus COMPAS for higher 
level math placement (standardized writing sample / Calculus COMPAS were developed locally) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course Notes 
Reading 81+ College Reading   
English 85+ College English  
College Algebra  50+* College Algebra  *If HSGPA < 3.5 or Transfer GPA < 2.8 
College Algebra  45+* College Algebra *If HSGPA > 3.5 or Transfer GPA > 2.8 

 
Annual analysis evaluates the effectiveness of programs designed to increase academic success. Policies 
on assessment that impact curriculum are established with the appropriate department heads. Data from 
all analyses are made available to the English and Math departments, and are used by departments, where 
appropriate, to evaluate their curriculum, their instructional techniques, and the number of classes needed. 
Cut scores, GPA levels, and/or other appropriate assessment criteria are modified, in collaboration with 
the appropriate academic faculty, to assure that students are being placed appropriately based on their 
skill levels and the skill level required for the curriculum.  
 
UC Action, a comprehensive walk-in evening tutoring program, was established in Fall 2007 to provide 
academic support for classes identified as particularly difficult (e.g., Math, Chemistry, Zoology).  Student 
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usage of all UC Action tutoring services continues to increase and positive student survey responses 
indicate a high level of satisfaction with the program. The UC Action program is certified by the College 
Reading and Learning Association, and was awarded the highest level of certification in March 2011. 
 
A locally developed New Student Survey has been used since 1975 to assess new freshman student 
backgrounds and attitudes. The data generated from the New Student Survey have been useful in 
informing program changes, conducting retention and academic studies to determine the type of student 
who drops out of the University, and determining factors indicating a student is at high risk for dropping 
out. In 2011, several items and their response options were rewritten in order to get a more fine-grained 
analysis of factors such as student use of email and Facebook. In 2011, the survey was posted to an online 
survey tool, allowing students the opportunity to complete the survey from home before coming to 
campus for the Summer Enrollment Program.  Based on retention research and the findings from the New 
Student Survey, the Assessment Center realigned personnel duties and in April 2010 started offering 
Major/Career Exploration consultations for students. Student usage early in the development of the 
program and feedback from academic advisors suggests that it is well received and provides a valuable 
service to deciding students. 
 
The institution is moving forward in the implementation of Banner, a comprehensive student information 
system, and efforts to integrate COMPASS and other assessment processes are being made. The 
integration with Banner will eventually provide greater ease in evaluating subgroups, general assessment, 
placement, and success rates of entry-level students. 
 
Oklahoma State University (OSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS, Entry-Level Placement Analysis (“ELPA” – regression model to 
predict success developed by OSU) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 

Reading 71+ (no restrictions) 
English 56+ College English 
Mathematics 55-71 Intermediate Algebra 
Mathematics 72+ College Algebra 

Science 

 Reading 
71+ and  

Mathematics 
55+ 

(no restrictions) 

 
Each enrolled new student (freshmen and transfer students with fewer than 24 credit hours) receives a 
Student Assessment Report that summarizes information used for entry-level assessment. This report 
includes the student’s academic information (ACT scores, high school GPA and class rank), the results of 
ELPA, areas of curricular and performance deficiencies requiring remediation, and recommendations and 
requirements for course placements as per OSU guidelines that have been approved by the State Regents.  
The Student Assessment Reports are produced by the Office of Institutional Research and Information 
Management and are distributed to students by the New Student Orientation Office. Other elements of 
entry-level assessment, including evaluation of educational readiness, educational goals, study skills, 
values, self-concept and motivation are managed through the advising process. 
 
Many resources are available to OSU students for academic support.  Learning And Student Support 
Opportunities Center (LASSO) offers free tutoring services to all OSU students.  The Math Learning 
Resources Center provides individual tutoring in mathematics.  The Writing Center provides tutors, 
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writing coaches, a grammar hotline, and other assistance.  University Counseling provides services to help 
students improve their study habits, deal with test anxiety, develop better time management skills, and 
explore careers. Many colleges offer additional resources such as tutoring in science, technology, and 
math courses, transition programs, and other academic resources.      
 
In response to a task force requested by the Provost in the spring of 2011 to examine success in 1000- and 
2000- level math courses, OSU is undertaking a pilot study on the ALEKS Math Placement exam. Math 
placement data will continue to be carefully monitored throughout the pilot process in 2011-2012. Use of 
the Science Reading COMPASS subject test is also under consideration.  
 
An analysis of new freshmen who matriculated in 2001-2003 showed that students who received an ACT 
subscore below 19 and were cleared by ELPA performed as well in college-level courses as students who 
scored 19 or above. 
 
In addition, in 2010-2011 OSU used the Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement (BCSSE) to 
ask new students questions about their high school experiences and college plans. Detailed results from 
the BCSSE will be posted on the OSU Survey Results website when they are available. 

 
University of Central Oklahoma (UCO) 
 
Placement instruments:  Accuplacer Computerized Placement Test (CPT) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 
Comprehension 75+ Freshmen Level Reading 

English 77+ English Composition I 
Pre-Algebra 75+ General Education Math 
Pre-Algebra 92+ College Algebra 

 
The Admission Officer determines which students require secondary placement testing based on the 
placement policy. Tutoring Central offers computerized tutorials in a wide range of subjects and Tutoring 
Central offers one-on-one tutoring in mathematics and English.  Other departments on campus including 
the mathematics department offer free tutoring by subject.  Several grant-funded programs on campus 
offer free tutoring services for those who qualify for their services.   
 
 
East Central University (ECU) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS; Integrated Process Skills Test II (IPST II) option for science 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 77+ (no restrictions) 
Writing Skills 56+ English Composition  
Algebra 40+ Survey of Mathematics 
Algebra 52+ College Algebra 

Science Math 28+ and 
 Reading 70+ (no restrictions) 

 
Tutoring in English for currently enrolled students is available at the ECU Writing Center. Tutoring in 
math is available from the Missouri Club, a math majors’ club.  
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Beginning freshmen who score less than 19 on any subject of the ACT exam must take a secondary 

placement test.  If they score below the cut score, they must take the non-credit remedial course listed for 

the subject. The 2010-11 placement distributions for Science show improvement compared to the average 
placements for the 2005-06 through 2010-11 freshmen classes. In addition, students placed in English and 
Math remedial course work also improved compared to the average placements for the 2005-11 freshmen 
classes. When compared to the combined results for 2005-06 through 2009-10, the performance of 2010-
11 beginning freshmen in four zero-level courses required to remediate skill deficiencies (ENGL 0123, 
MATH 0214, EDUC 0111, and PHSCI 0123) exceeded the 2005-10 pass rate average.  
 
For the freshman class of 2010-11, ECU’s secondary placement test cut scores appeared to be effective 
for MATH 1513 and the Reading course group. Secondary placement test cut scores for ENG 1113 and 
Science also appear to be effective. The cut scores did not appear to be as effective for the other subject 
areas. Entry-level assessment and placement works best for English Composition I (ENG 1113). Both the 
ACT and the secondary tests cut scores have not come close to meet the 70% Cs and higher objective for 
College Algebra (Math 1513), the reading group, and the science group. Given the poor academic 
backgrounds of many entering freshmen, the remediation offered at ECU in math, reading, and science is 
not sufficient in some cases to provide some students with the skills necessary to succeed at the college 
level.  
 
Northeastern State University (NSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  CPT Accuplacer 

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course 

Reading 75+ (no restrictions) 
English 80+ English Composition I 
Mathematics 44-74 Intermediate Algebra 
Mathematics 75+ College Algebra 

 
Tutoring is provided for the students who have difficulty in the zero level course work.  Progress of first 
time full-time students is now monitored at mid-semester and grades are posted electronically on 
Blackboard by the tenth week. Student progress is tracked through the First Year Experience/Enrollment 
Services and the Office of Academic Affairs.  Once students have been placed in any level of remedial 
work, they are not able to withdraw unless approved by academic advisement services.   
 
The 2010-2011 pass rates are similar to 2009-2010. Northeastern State University will continue to track 
future students to determine if the success rate in college-level work is higher for those students who 
underwent remediation.  Cut-scores will be continually reviewed for appropriate placement.  First Year 
Experience/Enrollment Services has began the use of a tutorial/retention service utilizing MapWorks and 
tutorial called Smart Thinking. 
 
The analysis of zero level math and English remains fairly consistent from year to year.  Spring 
percentage pass rates are usually lower than the preceding fall.  Overall, the pass rates have remained the 
same over the past two years.  NSU feels that the method and effectiveness of placement decisions are 
valid.  Cut scores have changed very little in the past several years.   
 
Northeastern State University continues to seek improvement in the success rate in all remedial work by 
looking at alternate means of instructional delivery.  Mathematics now offers an algebra tutorial on the 
NSU network that is available from all campus and residence computer laboratories. Mathematics revised 
the two remedial courses and now uses different text/materials as a result of recent data and student 
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performance.  Mathematics has rethought the use of College Algebra as a General Education requirement.   
The University Writing Center also undertook a recent study to determine its effectiveness. 
 
In an ongoing study done with Institutional Research and the Registrar’s Office, it was determined that 
the change between pre and post CPT scores correlated well with the individual course grades.  This was 
demonstrated in a stair step fashion and indicated that the students were properly placed.  A second study 
dealing with the first year experience showed that there was a relationship between the number of zero 
level courses required and their enrollment with the university one year later.  More specifically, the more 
zero level courses required, the less chance of them returning one year later.  This was especially true for 
zero level mathematics.  
 
Discussion occurred relative to changing all grading of remedial classes to Pass/Fail or Pass/No Pass.  
There was reluctance on the part of some faculty teaching the zero level classes to do this for fear that this 
would further decrease the incentive for students to do their best in the classes.  For the time being, NSU 
will continue to grade each subject area as we have in the past.  However, each area (mathematics, 
science, reading (P/F) and English (P/F) must be consistent with the grading in all sections of the same 
course. Consistent with Regents’ policy, students must achieve a “C” or better in order to pass the 
remedial class.  A statement to this effect was placed in the NSU catalog. 
 
Science continues to look for a different placement test and Northeastern State University will post-test 
English, mathematics and reading each semester in zero-level course work using the CPT format. As a 
result of General Education review, science has added a laboratory to the GE offerings. Biology and 
Physical science use response “clickers’ in delivering instruction.  
 
 
Northwestern Oklahoma State University (NWOSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  Accuplacer  

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course 

Reading 75+ (no restrictions) 
Sentence Skills 87+ English Composition I 
Algebra 45-75 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 75+ College Algebra 
Arithmetic 55+ (no science restrictions) 

 
Northwestern has taken steps to ensure success for underprepared students, including assuring that 
enough seats in remedial courses will be available for incoming freshmen during the fall semester, 
standardizing its remedial education placement policy across all remedial disciplines (math, English, 
reading and science); and providing training for faculty members who teach remedial education courses. 
Accuplacer cut-scores for math were re-evaluated and adjusted approximately five years ago.  Beginning 
in fall 2010, supplemental instruction was added in all sections of Math 0013 Pre-Intermediate 
Algebra.  The goal is to not only improve success in remedial math, but also improve retention and 
success in credit-bearing math as well.   
 
Accuplacer secondary testing is administered by appointment or on a drop-in basis on the Alva, Enid, and 
Woodward campuses.  Northwestern feels that it is the responsibility of individuals to prepare themselves 
to participate in any college-level entrance examination and the University does not provide tutoring for 
entry-level exams. Upon completion of entry-level testing, students who are required to enroll in remedial 
courses have full access to tutoring in the University's Academic Success Center (ASC). Academic 
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support is provided at no charge to students and includes tutoring services for students wanting to learn or 
improve basic skills in English, mathematics, and reading. 
 
For the purpose of quality improvement, Northwestern annually monitors success rates of students who 
progress from remedial to credit-bearing courses.  In previous years, results indicate that remedial 
students achieved a moderate success rate in credit-bearing courses.  
 
NSSE (National Survey of Student Engagement) is administered to freshmen every third year, with the 
latest administration in 2011. Results from the 2011 administration of NSSE are currently under review. 
Instructional changes due to entry-level assessment will be determined after review. 
 

 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University (SEOSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  Accuplacer (CPT) and CPT Companion Test for English, math, and reading; 
Stanford Test of Academic Skills for science 

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course Notes 

Reading 74+ (no restrictions)   
Sentence Skills 85+ English Composition I  
Algebra 42-54 Intermediate Algebra   
Algebra 75+ College Algebra   
Science* 20+ (no science restrictions) *Stanford Science Test 

 
Southeastern admitted 2,182 undergraduate students during the 2010-2011 academic year; of these, 793 
were required to participate in at least one secondary entry-level assessment to determine whether 
remediation was warranted. The percentages of students admitted that were placed in remedial courses as 
a result of secondary entry-level assessment were as follows: English – 12%, Math – 18%, Reading – 9%, 
and Science – 15%. A comparison of these data with Southeastern’s 2010-2011 secondary assessment 
results indicated that the percentage of students required to participate in secondary testing has remained 
constant. These data indicate that the Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program (OHLAP) and 
Oklahoma Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs (GEAR UP) continue to 
have a positive impact on graduating high school students.  
 
Data continues to be collected each year to determine the effectiveness of courses taught in the Learning 
Center. For a second year, a comparison was done of the Pre-Post Test scores using a paired sample T-
Test to determine whether there is also a statistically significant gain in the students’ CPT Post-Test 
scores. Data revealed that students enrolled in remedial courses make significant gains after completing 
one semester of instruction, particularly in the area of mathematics. A comparison of these data with data 
from 2009-2010 indicated an improvement in the gain obtained in reading, English, and Elementary 
Algebra. Various assessment comparisons indicate that current cut scores were effective and that remedial 
course work has had a positive impact on academic preparedness of students who were enrolled in zero-
level courses. Pilot projects are being discussed to explore ways that students can move through the 
remediation process faster.  
 
 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University (SWOSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  CPT Accuplacer 
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Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 75+ (no restrictions) 
Sentence Skills 70+ English Composition I 
Algebra 85-94 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 95+ College Algebra 

 
Students are advised of academic support through notification in various handbooks, bulletins, and 
Southwestern websites, as well as by staff and faculty during clinics, orientation, registration, and 
advisement. Student Counseling Services offers advisement and counseling. Academic departments also 
provide advisement as well as tutoring assistance in special labs by student tutors and faculty. 
Effectiveness of the entry-level placement process has been verified by tracking student success levels 
from 1994 to 1999 as they completed remedial and collegiate courses. Reports indicated that student 
success levels met expectations. A tracking study of a cohort of Fall 2001, Fall 2002 and Fall 2003 
entering freshmen reveals more specific success in following academic years. Final data shows Fall 2001 
first time freshmen with a 50 percent success rate, including withdrawals, in remedial courses; and a 63 
percent success rate, excluding withdrawals, in remedial courses. The most recent tracking study is 
utilizing attendance data to compare with remediation success. Overall, the entry-level program functions 
satisfactorily. 
 
Southwestern voluntarily participates in Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) testing. 
For the first time this year entry-level students were tested. CAAP scores of SWOSU freshmen were 
slightly below the national average. However, the impressive scores of SWOSU juniors and seniors since 
2007 are slightly above the national average. This is an indication of the value-added performance gain 
that students achieved while enrolled in the general education program. Southwestern also voluntarily 
participates in the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), which includes surveying entry-level 
students along with University seniors. Southwestern’s most recent NSSE results reveal strengths of first-
year students from their own perspective include academic and intellectual experiences, institutional 
environment, and educational and personal growth.  
 

 
Cameron University (CU) 
 
Placement instruments:  Computerized Placement Tests (CPT) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 77+ College Reading and Study Strategies 
Sentence Skills 95+ English Composition I 
Elementary Algebra 65-74 Intermediate Algebra 
Elementary Algebra 74-96 Survey of Mathematics 
Elementary Algebra 97+ College Algebra 

 
Two major initiatives were started in the 2009-2010 academic year in order to increase student success in 
both remedial and college-level courses.  The first initiative was the implementation of mandatory 
tutoring during the spring 2010 semester for students who have not successfully completed a specific 
remedial course in math or English after two or more attempts.  The second initiative, which also began 
during the spring 2010 semester, was the administrating of Administrative Withdrawals (AW) to students 
in remedial courses for non-attendance.  The Administrative Withdrawal policy was expanded to include 
students in all courses during the summer 2010 semester.  During the fall 2010 and spring 2011 
semesters, 139 and 155 (respectively) administrative withdrawals were administered.  As AW’s are 
administered primarily for non-attendance, it is intended that students who, for some reason, stop coming 
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to class and do not withdraw from the class will have an AW on their transcripts instead of an F.   
 
Beginning in the fall 2010 semester, faculty members teaching remedial and 1000 level 16 week courses 
were required to submit midterm grades as part of a pilot retention program.  Student grades at midterm 
were used for counseling and placement purposes and were not recorded on the permanent record.  Data 
collection to determine how midterm grades can be used to increase student retention is on-going. 
 
First time freshmen were advised to enroll into UNIV 1001 – Introduction to University Life - starting 
with a pilot program in fall 2009.  Based on the preliminary retention results from UNIV 1001, it appears 
that UNIV 1001 is most effective in retaining full-time baccalaureate degree students.  Discussions are 
ongoing as to whether UNIV 1001 should be required or if it should remain optional for these students. 
 
A new learning community, Aggie Sharp Start, was piloted starting in the fall 2011 semester.  The target 
audience is at-risk baccalaureate degree seeking students with a high school GPA of 3.25 or below who 
have a need for remediation in two or more subjects but who are not eligible for other student support 
service programs.  Students take three courses in common, receive supplemental tutoring as needed, and 
receive guidance and support from a designated student mentor.   

 
 

Langston University (LU) 
 
Placement instruments:  CPT Accuplacer  

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course 

Reading Comprehension 75+ (no restrictions) 
Sentence Skills 75+ English Composition I 
Elementary Algebra 50-74 Intermediate Algebra 
Elementary Algebra 75+ College Algebra 

 
Test results in Reading and English experienced two and one point declines respectively, when compared 
to the previous year. Mathematics remains the same. Adding technology to enhance student learning 
remains a priority given funding challenges in Oklahoma.  
 
Student progress is tracked by instructors at least four times each semester. Feedback is shared with each 
student. Academic counseling, tutoring support, and other academic services are available for students 
who are not performing up to standard.  Eight years ago, a diversified student retention committee was 
formed to explore early intervention strategies to assist students with success strategies for living. 
Mentors have been assigned each first-time entering freshmen. These interventions are achieving good 
results. 
 
Course placement decisions are effective and meet current student needs. The Office of Academic Affairs 
makes necessary adjustments when errors of judgment surface. Tracking suggests a happy, well-informed 
student is an academically productive student. The cut scores are evaluated periodically against both 
internal and external forces. These forces have been a relatively good barometer for student success in a 
higher education environment. Collectively, cut-score evaluations and analyses of entry-level basic skills 
scores have resulted in relatively few changes to the entry-level assessment process. The Vice President 
for Academic Affairs critiques each assessment cycle against predetermined goals and objectives to 
ensure continuous qualitative and quantitative improvement. During 2010-2011, the secondary entry level 
assessment instruments were administered in two sessions daily during the assessment period. The results 
will be compared and contrasted to Fall 2011 results to measure the impact of such change. 
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma (USAO) 
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Placement instruments:  COMPASS for math and writing; locally developed science test for science 

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course Notes 

Writing 75+ English Composition I   
Pre-Algebra 56+ Basic Math Skills  
Algebra 36+ Basic Algebra   
Science Placement* 50+ General Science *In-House Science Test 

 
Student progress was tracked by analyzing grades earned in remedial and college courses in the 2010-
2011 remediation survey. As only 73% of the students who passed the placement exam for writing passed 
the college-level writing course, the cut-off score for the writing placement will be examined in the future 
to determine if more students should be required to take the remedial writing course since almost 30% did 
not succeed at the college-level course. In addition, remedial courses will be reviewed due to a 40-43% 
failure rate in writing and math college-level courses which proceeded remediation efforts. 
 
A technical proficiency assessment will be incorporated into the entrance program prior to the next 
academic year for students lacking the required high school credits in computer-related coursework or the 
adequate computer and information literacy skills required for success in college-level courses. Students 
will no longer be required to complete the Introduction to Computer Science course unless they lack the 
required high school credits in this area and do not achieve an adequate score on the placement exam. 
 

 
Oklahoma Panhandle State University (OPSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  Accuplacer (CPT) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 

Sentence Skills 87+ (and 70+ on 
Reading subtest) English Composition I 

Elementary Algebra 55-72 (and 55+ on 
Reading subtest) Intermediate Algebra 

Elementary Algebra 73+ (and 55+ on 
Reading subtest) College Algebra 

 
General Education is treated as a separate program review for added emphasis. A general education 
committee was established in the fall of 2008 and started developing a general education assessment plan 
which was implemented in fall of 2009.  The primary function of this assessment plan is to strengthen the 
general education curriculum and to track the AA/AS students within the University College.  
 
When looking at the trend over the last six years, OPSU has found a significant increase in the number of 
students requiring remedial coursework, steadily increasing from 48.4% in the fall 2004 semester, to 65% 
in the fall 2011 semester. In order to better assist the growing number of remedial students, OPSU 
implemented a college preparatory program named the University College in the spring of 2003 that 
offers college preparatory courses that better address the needs of the students. The college will continue 
and expand its services in the areas of special tutoring, counseling, and personal attention to all the 
students.  These areas will work closely with all remedial students assisting in various matters that the 
student may encounter while attending OPSU. In the fall 2010 all Associate of Arts and Associate of 
Science degrees were placed under the University College (except Associate of Science in Business) to 
ensure all students requiring remedial coursework have the best opportunity to be successful during their 
first two years of college. After obtaining their AA/AS degree from the University College they are 
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seamless rolled into their appropriate four year degree program with the skills needed to successful in 
their Bachelor program.   
 
 
Connors State College (CSC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS and ASSET; Accuplacer (CPT) as a back-up placement exam 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
COMPASS    
Reading 76+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 75+ English Composition I 
Algebra 51-60 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 61+ College Algebra 

  
Subtest Cut-Score Course 
ACCUPLACER    
Reading 80+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 80+ English Composition I 
Elementary Algebra 53-72 Intermediate Algebra 
Elementary Algebra 73+ College Algebra 

 
The College Board Accuplacer is used as a back-up placement examination when computer network 
problems prevent the administration of the COMPASS.  The ASSET is used for off campus populations 
that are not allowed computer access to the Internet, such as the two correctional sites served by CSC.  Of 
the 1109 first-time freshmen who enrolled in courses at CSC during the 2010-2011 academic year, 490 
students (44.2%) were required to enroll in at least one developmental course based on primary (ACT) or 
secondary scores in the respective subject area. Of the 3,588 who attended CSC during the 2010-2011 
academic year, 1,370 students (38.2%) were required to enroll in at least one developmental course.  
 
No changes were made to the cut scores which follow the recommended ranges from the test developers. 
Further studies of students in the Fundamentals of English (writing) class are being conducted.  
Placement scores are being analyzed and may possibly be revised for more accurate placement.  A survey 
has been distributed to students in the English Composition I classes to assess the degree to which 
students feel Fundamentals of English prepared them for English Composition I.  A new position, 
Director of Developmental Studies, was created and filled for 2011-2012. A proposal for the addition of a 
second Fundamentals of English class is being reviewed for possible inclusion in the fall 2012 semester. 
 
 
Eastern Oklahoma State College (EOSC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 72+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 62+ English Composition I 
Pre-Algebra 0-44 Developmental Math 
Pre-Algebra 45+ College Algebra 

 
Eastern has an admirable rate of success in taking students with below-average test scores and turning 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
ASSET    
Reading 42+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 45+ English Composition I 
Algebra 44-48 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 49+ College Algebra 
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them into successful college graduates. Students who pass Eastern’s college developmental math classes 
or developmental English/reading classes go on to pass regular college math and English classes with 
about a 70% rate (grades C or above). This is a relatively high success rate, particularly when one realizes 
that Latimer County (where the Wilburton campus is located) has a rate of students who graduate from 
high school and who are subsequently found to need remediation above 45%. Overall, about 20% of 
Eastern Oklahoma State College students take at least one remedial course. Eastern instructors and 
administrators feel that the placement, the cut scores, and other findings of entry-level assessment work 
well and are properly administered and analyzed. 
 
Eastern instructors and administrators would like to do some other comparisons in the future, looking 
more in depth at how one year’s numbers compare to another year’s numbers. Due to personnel changes 
in the testing, assessment and enrollment management over the last several years, and office migration 
due to campus remodeling, only basic assessment details have been covered. EOSC is in the process of 
re-evaluating procedures for assessment and program evaluation in recognition that more analyses and 
examination of possible instructional changes may or may not be needed. 
 
 
Murray State College (MSC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS  
 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 

COMPASS    
Reading 70+ (no restrictions) 
English 62+ English Composition I 
Math 67-100 Intermediate Algebra 
Math 100+ College Algebra 

 
On a semiannual basis, the Director of Academic Advisement reviews, with remedial course instructors 
and the Assessment Team the effectiveness of student placement.  Reports of recommended changes are 
submitted to the MSC Academic Council.  During the Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 semesters there were 
1887 enrollments in remedial courses with 809 (42.9%) successfully completing the course.  While a 
higher success rate would certainly be desirable, the placement decisions are effective in that the 
decisions are objectively based on the student test scores in relation to the cut scores.  The ranges of cut 
scores are reviewed annually. 
 
There is ongoing refinement of the curriculum based on communication between instructors of remedial 
courses and instructors of college-level courses.  The institution is currently evaluating all developmental 
programs.  The curriculum and method of instruction will be subject to change based on the results of the 
review.   
 
 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College (NEO A&M) 
 
Placement instruments:  Accuplacer (CPT) 
 
 
 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
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Sentence Skills 78+ English Composition I 
Reading 77+ (no restrictions) 
Elementary Algebra 53-72.9 Intermediate Algebra 
Elementary Algebra 73+ College Algebra 

Science Elementary Algebra 53+ 
and  Reading 77+ (no restrictions) 

 
Students who do not meet the CPT cut scores in individual subjects are placed in developmental courses. 
The developmental reading and basic composition courses include classroom instruction and 
supplemental computerized laboratory assignments. The remedial math classes are taught in the 
traditional classroom setting.  The College provides tutoring in math and composition in the Tutoring 
Center, which is staffed by two paraprofessionals and student tutors. Eligible students can also receive 
tutoring through the Student Support Services TRIO grant program.  Students may seek advisement to 
assist in preparing for the assessment test through the CASA. 
 
Students in remedial courses performed better than the previous year in all subject areas except Basic 
Composition, which was the same percentage of the first-time freshmen cohort entering fall of 2009. 
Math presents the greatest challenge for entering students.  Approximately one-half of the first-time 
freshmen entering NEO College need at least one remedial math course.  The College offers three levels 
of math: Basic Math, Introductory Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra.  Students may need to take one, 
two, or three remedial math courses before they are prepared for college-level math, which increases their 
risk of not progressing to degree completion. The math faculty is working with the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs to develop a comprehensive assessment program and identify best practices to help 
more students be successful in the math courses from remediation to college level math. Students show 
the greatest success in removing an academic deficiency in English composition.  Over 50% of those 
students who participate in secondary assessment for English demonstrate readiness for a college-level 
composition course. 
 
 
Northern Oklahoma College (NOC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 81+ English Composition I 
E-Write 8+ (no restrictions) 
Algebra 42-72 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 73+ College Algebra 

 
It is the intent of NOC to provide webstreams of NOC faculty addressing various topics that students may 
wish to review prior to re-testing.  This has been a goal of NOC and a concerted effort is being made to 
bring it to fruition. It is the intent of NOC to explore the possibility of having specific modules of self-
paced learning for students to review prior to re-testing. 
 
In prior years a significant number of students placed into Pre-Algebra or Concepts of Algebra.  The 
COMPASS math placement test was modified to utilize only questions concerning pre-algebra, algebra, 
and college algebra domains, removing the domains of geometry and trigonometry from the placement 
exam.  The math faculty made this recommendation when the point was made that NOC is only using the 
COMPASS as a placement for college algebra and not the higher order math courses.  As a result students 
placed into Intermediate Algebra, something that had really never occurred before.  Student satisfaction 
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with their math placement was improved and faculty was very pleased with the placement. In prior years 
the COMPASS writing skills exam was used as the challenge exam for English composition.  NOC 
implemented the COMPASS E-write for placement into English Composition and the Composition 
faculty was very pleased with the transition. 
NOC is now in the process of evaluating the pre-test/post-test COMPASS results to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the foundational/remedial program as a whole.  The COMPASS results are being linked 
to the CAAP results for overall program effectiveness.  The faculty has been pleased with the results. 
 
The faculty are examining the 3-year linkage report between the COMPASS, ACT, and the CAAP exam 
to evaluate both the foundational/remedial program and are currently in discussions of the overall general 
education program. Math faculty are not happy with the placement into Concepts of Algebra and have 
adjusted the COMPASS placement test so that students must place higher in the Pre-Algebra domain.  
NOC anticipates more students placing into Pre-Algebra and fewer into Concepts of Algebra.  NOC will 
also be utilizing COMPASS Diagnostics as pre- & post-testing in the three levels of remedial math to 
look for specific trends in content areas. 
 
 
Rogers State University (RSU) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS for English, reading, and mathematics; Stanford Test of Academic 
Skills in Science for science 

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course Notes 

Reading 83+ (no restrictions)   
Writing 83+ English Composition I  
Mathematics 36-54 Intermediate Algebra   
Mathematics 55+ College Algebra   
Science >56th percentile (no restrictions) Stanford Science Test 

 
Mean ACT composite scores for first-time entering freshmen have increased 2.6% since 2006, indicating 
RSU has progressively admitted students who are better prepared academically over the last five years. 
Enrollment in developmental course work has varied over the last five years, with an overall decrease in 
total enrollments of 2.5%. Enrollments in developmental English, reading, and science have decreased 
and enrollment in developmental math has increased. 
 
The success of RSU’s Entry-Level Assessment and Placement Program is measured by a number of 
factors, including validation of cutscores, retention levels, and success in both developmental and college-
level courses.  The effectiveness of placement decisions and appropriateness of cutscores are evaluated on 
the basis of retention of students in each developmental course; achievement in developmental courses; 
and performance in subsequent college-level coursework.  No changes to existing cut-scores were made 
during the 2010-2011 academic year. During 2010-2011, the Developmental Studies Coordinator advised 
all students enrolled in developmental courses.  Increasing the posttest passing score was the major 
instructional change. 
 
 
Tulsa Community College (TCC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
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Reading 79+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 74+ English Composition I 
Algebra 39-65 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 66-100 College Algebra 

 
In response to a developmental reading analysis, Reading faculty decided to raise the cut score for placing 
into Reading II to match that of peer institutions. Goals of the change included decreasing the number of 
students who fail Reading II and increasing the number of students who succeed in Reading I. Grades in 
these courses from 2010-2011 suggest that the new cut score resulted in higher success rates for students 
in both courses. Although the differences were small, the 2010-2011 developmental English success rates 
were a bit lower than the prior year’s results. Faculty in this area will review these findings and evaluate 
whether any changes are needed to address this small drop in success rates. 
 
TCC has now used the COMPASS test for two academic years and therefore can begin to evaluate cut 
scores used for enrollment in developmental and college-level coursework. TCC’s Office of Planning and 
Institutional Research will work with developmental education faculty to evaluate the current cut scores 
for placement in remedial courses during the 2011-2012 academic year. 
 
In TCC’s Achieving the Dream five-year plan, TCC has committed to analyzing and tracking student 
persistence through the first semester and student progress through their required developmental reading 
and mathematics courses. Focus groups and an online survey identified the following five barriers to 
student persistence: Poor College Readiness, Negative Experiences with College Services, Lack of Social 
Support, Financial and Transportation Challenges, and Technological Difficulties. Analyses relating these 
five barriers and developmental placement status (i.e., reflecting whether or not a student tested into at 
least one developmental area) to overall GPA and spring-to-fall persistence revealed that lower GPAs 
were associated with Poor College Readiness, Negative Experiences with College Services, Financial and 
Transportation Challenges, and placing into at least one developmental course. Further, students who did 
not persist to the fall semester were higher than those who did on Poor College Readiness, Lack of Social 
Support, and Financial and Transportation Challenges. The results of this study may encourage 
modifications to existing ATD interventions (or the development of new ones) to better assist new 
students with the barriers that most strongly hinder academic success. 
 
Another study of entry-level assessment involved a comparison of persistence as a function of which 
developmental reading course(s) students enrolled in to satisfy the reading proficiency requirement. 
Based on the results of the developmental reading analysis, faculty members in that area are considering a 
change to the reading proficiency requirement at TCC.  
 
 
Oklahoma State University – Oklahoma City (OSU-OKC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 79+ (no restrictions) 
Writing Skills 81+ English Composition I 
Algebra 43-75 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 76+ College Algebra 

 
Many course modifications have been recently implemented, including no longer teaching many Pre-
Algebra and Intro to Algebra courses in computer labs; adding a more robust lecture component to the on-
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campus computer based math courses; moving a number of courses to later in the day as opposed to early 
starts to encourage better participation; working to help students become more comfortable with the 
MyMathLab course software that offers tutoring assistance and tips to support student success; creating 
more eight week courses to accelerate a student’s progression through the developmental course 
sequence; continuing the implementation and evaluation of a peer mentoring program to encourage a 
greater connection between the student and the campus; and coordinating classroom visits with student 
support personnel to promote awareness of student support services, such as workshops teaching effective 
study habits and time management skills. 
 
A demographic component has been added to the reporting mechanism that tracks the performance of 
developmental students.  The purpose of adding the demographic component is to provide a more robust 
profile of developmental and entry-level students.  The enhanced student profile will allow student 
support services to customize initiatives designed to better identify student needs, and develop programs 
to address the identified needs.   
 
 
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology (OSUIT) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 80+ (no restrictions) 
Writing Skills 73+ English Composition I 
Algebra 45-67 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 68+ College Algebra 

Science  Reading and Algebra 
scores sum 148+  (no restrictions) 

 
In addition to midterm grades, OSUIT continued to implement the Early Alert System, an electronic 
intervention system used by faculty to alert the system when a student was in danger of failing or not 
attending classes. When the Early Alert System is activated, Arts & Sciences faculty sends an electronic 
notice to a student’s advisor in his or her technical program of study.  The advisor then set up an 
appointment with the student to discuss possible solutions, and refer the student to appropriate academic 
support services.  In this way, students in college-level course work receive support and encouragement to 
stay on track and receive academic or social interventions as needed.  
 
The Assessment Committee and the CRC continued to monitor COMPASS cut scores for appropriate 
placement in college-level courses.  Score indicators on the COMPASS placement test were revised as of 
February 1, 2011.  Faculty remained responsive to student needs based on review of the data and student 
feedback in the CRC.  This campus continues to provide access to readiness programs prior to the start of 
the fall semester. 
 
 
Western Oklahoma State College (WOSC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS 
 
 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
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Reading 80+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 70+ English Composition I 
Algebra 28-49 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 50+ College Algebra 

 
Academic peer tutoring services are available to all students and located within the Testing Center. Most 
general education courses are covered as well as study techniques. English, math, and the sciences are the 
most widely used tutors. The peer tutors have generously scheduled hours and are available during day 
and occasional evening hours Monday through Friday. Western encourages students seeking the extra 
help to commit the time to meet with the tutors regularly. Attendance varies with each semester and 
subject, but approximately 300 visits to the Tutoring Center are made by students throughout the year.  
 
Western Oklahoma State College also provides free online tutoring services through Tutor.com. This 
service was implemented in March 2011 and proven successful.  Monthly usage continued to climb with 
great accolades for the service. Approximately 300 students logged in to access the free online tutoring 
from March-June, 2011. 
 
The tracking of students who enter the developmental courses and then go on to complete college-level 
courses is vital in the analysis of student success and the effectiveness of the developmental courses.  To 
find the data needed, all sections of college-level courses that directly correspond to developmental 
courses were totaled for each semester.  From this pool, data was pulled on every student who ever been 
previously enrolled in any of the developmental courses.  The COMPASS scores of these students were 
also compiled so that the tracking data could then be linked back to placement scores. Our studies show 
that students who take developmental courses prior to corresponding college-level courses succeed at a 
favorable rate but with a slightly lower GPA than those who do not take developmental.  Given the fact 
that so many students start out at low levels but are able to benefit from developmental classes, a rise in 
the rate of success is encouraging and the lower overall GPA is not surprising. No definitive study has 
been made to determine the effectiveness of cut-scores, although there is some contention that the cut-
scores might be set too high for math, meaning more students should probably be in developmental 
classes.   
 
 
Redlands Community College (RCC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS or ASSET 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
Reading 80+ (no restrictions) 
Writing Skills 68+ English Composition I 
Algebra 36-66 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 67-69 "Decision Zone" 
Algebra 70+ College Algebra 

 
Students on the main campus are tested using COMPASS, while ASSET is primarily used for testing at 
outreach sites. All incoming students are encouraged to enroll in an Orientation course.  Tutoring is 
available through Redlands Peer Tutor Program. Additional tutoring and several free workshops were 
offered to students through Student Support Services, a Trio Program - AIMS during 2010-11. 
 
Evaluation of college level math cut scores was done during fall 2010.  The results do not indicate a need 
to alter the COMPASS Placement Test – Algebra cut scores at this time.  The college level writing cut 
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scores will be reviewed during the fall 2011. Since retention is a major concern, Redlands Community 
College employs a retention specialist.  This individual works with both students and faculty members to 
improve students’ academic experiences during the entire academic year. 
 
 
Carl Albert State College (CASC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS or CPT 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course  Subtest Cut-Score Course 
COMPASS     CPT    
Pre-Algebra <45 Developmental Math  Algebra 45-65 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 66+ College Algebra     
Writing Skills 74+ English Composition I     

 
Findings indicate that the cut scores continue to be valid and that the predictability of success or failure in 
college level classes is closely linked to entry-level testing performance. First-time entering freshmen 
levels of past academic experience were evaluated in order to assess educational readiness.  Results from 
entry-level assessment were utilized during advisement and enrollment so that students could be given the 
best chance to succeed during their collegiate experience. Finally, results from entry-level assessment 
were used to evaluate and recommend any changes to the cut scores, orientation class, the developmental 
education curriculum, and the registration and advisement process.  As a result, the orientation class 
curriculum – which was completely revamped last year with a standardized syllabus that emphasizes 
retention and college success – continues its growth and modifications. Funding from a Title III grant 
continues to provide instructor training for the orientation course. The goal continues to be to increase 
retention rates for all CASC students.  In the 2010-2011 academic year, the Cooperative Institutional 
Research Program CCIRP) Entering Student Survey was given to all first-time entering freshman enrolled 
in Orientation 1111.   The CIRP assesses student opinion and provides relative details that directly impact 
student retention and graduation rates. 
 
 
Seminole State College (SSC) 
 
Placement instruments: Primary testing with COMPASS; retesting in math and writing with ASSET, 
and in reading with the Nelson-Denny test  

Subtest Cut-Score Course  Subtest Cut-Score Course 
COMPASS     ASSET    
Reading 71+ (no restrictions)  Reading (Nelson-Denny) 10+ (no restrictions) 
English 74+ English Composition I  English 40+ English Composition I 
Algebra 45-64 Intermediate Algebra  Intermediate Algebra 0-39 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 65+ College Algebra  Intermediate Algebra 40+ College Algebra 

 
Seminole State College continues its efforts to develop innovative scheduling as well as new classes 
designed around the needs identified through assessment.  Internet-based courses, afternoon college, 
blended classes, and 8-week accelerated courses have been developed and instructors have incorporated 
additional computer-assisted instruction and multimedia instruction in their core courses.  These include 
the use of Campus Cruiser, PowerPoint presentations and the Smart Board. 
The College usually seeks information from a variety of sources such as student opinion surveys, 
graduate opinion surveys, matriculation reports from Oklahoma four-year colleges, and employer 
satisfaction surveys.  However, due to the retirement of the Assessment Coordinator and the lack of a 
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replacement, the College did not conduct these surveys or gather these reports for this assessment period.  
Administrators plan to initiate some of these in the 2011-2012 academic year; the Assessment of Student 
Learning Committee is evaluating the feasibility of each of these measures. Faculty are evaluating 
science cut-scores to determine if changes are necessary. 
 
 
Rose State College (RSC) 
  
Placement instruments:  COMPASS or Accuplacer (for distance learning/transfer students) 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course 
COMPASS   

Reading 81+ (no restrictions) 
Writing 74+ English Composition I 
Algebra 51-75 Intermediate Algebra 
Algebra 60+ College Algebra 

 
Rose State College provides free tutoring for required general education and/or zero-level developmental 
courses in math, science, social studies, and English. During 2011, the Rose State College Tutoring 
Center provided approximately 10,000 hours of free tutoring.  Tutoring services were provided for 1,652 
Rose State College students and 125 high school students.  All tutoring must occur in the LRC or 
approved tutoring facility under the supervision of Rose State College faculty or staff. On-campus and 
distance-based students are also afforded free access to Tutor.com, an online tutoring 
resource.  Tutor.com provides access to tutors for most general education courses beyond the college’s 
normal hours of operation.  Other academic services include career planning workshops, job placement, 
Steps to Success workshops, study skills workshops, academic contracts, disabled student services, and 
campus assistance programs. 
 
The Student Success Center, an early alert system office, was established January 2009 to help students’ 
personal growth, professional development, and academic progress from enrollment through 
graduation.  A professor may refer a student if the professor has concerns about the student, whether 
academic or personal.  Through the early alert system, referrals for established services (tutoring, labs, 
personal counseling, career counseling, academic advisement, etc.), and mentoring programs can be 
identified to assist a student before his/her problem become insurmountable.  In the Fall 2010 semester, 
87 faculty utilized the system; 1,162 students were notified by email, phone, or mail that the faculty 
member was concerned at that time with their success in the course.  In the Spring 2011 semester, 94 
faculty utilized the system; 1,194 students were contacted through the early alert system. 
 
Analysis of the means for COMPASS placements areas, from summer 2003 through Spring 2011, 
revealed no statistically significant variance in the means for writing skills, reading skills, pre-algebra, 
algebra, and collegiate algebra. No improved placement range was identifiable from the statistical 
analysis. Based on an analysis of success rates for reading-intensive coursework typically a part of an 
entering student schedule (e.g. psychology, history), a recommendation was made by the Testing and 
Placement Committee to increase the COMPASS reading placement score from 71 to 76.  The change 
was effective for Fall 2009 enrollments.  Analysis of this change through Spring 2011 continues to reflect 
improved student outcomes. 
 
The College continues to use The Entering Student Descriptive Report as a research tool which provides 
useful information to aid College staff in the evaluation and interpretation of the responses of Rose State 
College students who have taken the COMPASS assessment. Students continue to identify needs in career 
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planning, financial aid, and study skills.  A new awareness campaign for the institution’s study skills 
workshops has been underway by the Student Success Center  which was established as part of the 
College’s commitment to the Achieving the Dream initiative.  The efforts of this new Center will be part 
of the ongoing assessment of the campus and the effectiveness of its programs. 
 
 
Oklahoma City Community College (OCCC) 
 
Placement instruments:  COMPASS; ASSET; Accuplacer; Riverside Biology and Chemistry tests for 
science 
 

Subtest Cut-Score Course  Subtest Cut-Score Course 
COMPASS     CPT    
Reading 80+ (no restrictions)  Reading 71+ (no restrictions) 
Writing Skills 82+ English Composition I  Writing   83+ English Composition I 
College Math 0-49 Intermediate Algebra  Elementary Algebra 39-75 Intermediate Algebra 
College Math 56+ College Algebra  Elementary Algebra 60-120 College Algebra 

 
Subtest Cut-Score Course 

ASSET    
Reading 41+ (no restrictions) 
Writing    45+ English Composition I 
Numerical Skills 35-55 Elementary Algebra 

 
Oklahoma City Community College regularly reviews the placement of students.  Information for the 
review is obtained from faculty surveys and student completion rates in specific classes.  On a periodic 
basis, surveys are administered that request information on whether the faculty member believes each 
student in their class was placed appropriately.  The information from this survey is reviewed for patterns 
or trends.  If the grouped data reveals that more than five percent of the students are placed at the wrong 
level, cut off scores may be adjusted. This survey is carried out once every three years, upon request, or a 
year after a new test is implemented.  
 
An example of this review occurred during FY2010 during which time the math faculty reviewed student 
developmental math course placements.  One of the results of this review was to determine that neither 
the Compass nor the Accuplacer tests were adequate to place students in the appropriate math level.  
Therefore, math faculty developed their own test to place students. In addition, student course success in 
math was also relatively low.  Therefore, the math faculty redesigned the developmental math curriculum 
using a “spiral” methodology and multiple learning formats for students with different learning styles.  
The new curriculum, College Prep Math (CPM) was implemented in Fall 2010.  Another change in the 
developmental math course offerings was the elimination of online offerings which were unsuccessful for 
students.  
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General Education Assessment 
 
Mid-level assessment is designed to assess the competencies gained by students in the college general 
education program.  Institutions are required to assess students in the areas of reading, writing, 
mathematics, and critical thinking.  Mid-level assessment normally occurs after completion of 45 
semester hours and prior to completion of 70 semester hours.  For associate degree programs, mid-level 
assessment may occur halfway through the program or at the end of the program.  More typically, this 
assessment occurs at the end of the program after students have had sufficient time to develop basic skills. 
 
Mid-level assessment is accomplished with a combination of locally developed and standardized testing 
instruments such as the ACT Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP), the Riverside 
College Base Academic Subjects Examination (BASE), and the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE).  
These nationally validated instruments are useful, because they provide regional or national benchmark 
data from other participating institutions.  Several institutions have developed local instruments for mid-
level assessment in some subject areas.  More qualitative assessments, such as portfolio assessments and 
course-embedded techniques, are also being used. 
 
Assessments at mid-level and in the major academic program provide important information to 
institutions about the degree to which their general education programs facilitate student achievement of 
desired knowledge and competencies.  Results of this process have led some institutions to redesign their 
general education programs.  The types of course and delivery method have been closely examined. 
 
University of Oklahoma 
  
PAC-GEO (Provost’s Advisory Committee for General Education Oversight) meets monthly to review 
course proposals and determine transfer credits for general education.   The committee of almost 30 
members approves proposals based on the criteria outlined in the Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines.  
Over 50 course proposals were reviewed as potential general education courses.  Approximately 10 
percent were returned for revision primarily for purposes of clarifying writing assignments, elaborating on 
reading expectations or explaining grading or examination criteria.   
 
In August 2011, five subcommittees completed reviewing syllabi from five of the seven core areas in 
General Education at OU.  Each group developed a rubric by which any new course in that core area 
could be designed, following a criteria that aligns with the goals of each area. The rubrics for Natural 
Science, Social Science, Artistic Forms, Non-Western Culture, and Western Civilization & Culture were 
introduced to the faculty through assessment liaisons and department chairs in August 2011. Each core 
area will be reviewed in an ongoing cycle, using the new rubrics developed for each area.   
 
Assessment of English 1113 Principles of English Composition I was undertaken after revision of the 
core curriculum and sequence of activities in the course. The primary goal was to assess the overall 
effectiveness of the revised curriculum in meeting departmentally and institutionally mandated learning 
outcomes for this course. The findings suggest student performance was demonstrated at a less than 
satisfactory level in several tasks, namely synthesis, analysis, MLA citation, persuasive strategies, and 
critical reflection. Analysis of attrition in English 1213 and Expository Writing 1213 was also undertaken. 
The model of Writing Fellows places advanced graduate students and professional writing specialists with 
instructors as curricular revision partners. Last year a Writing Fellow was assigned to the Weitzenhoffer 
Family College of Fine Arts to consult with faculty and students; special emphasis on writing projects in 
the capstone courses.  
 
Future goals include developing a direct measure of student learning outcomes for selected General 
Education courses.   
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Oklahoma State University  
 
Information about OSU’s general education learner goals is available on the OSU website 
(http://academicaffairs.okstate.edu/current-students/64-general-education-overview). Three approaches 
are used every year to evaluate the general education program: Institutional Portfolios, Review of General 
Education Course Database, and college-, department-, and program-level approaches. In 2010-2011 
OSU also participated in the ETS Proficiency Profile to measure critical thinking and writing. 
 
Institutional portfolios provide direct evidence of student achievement of the overall goals of general 
education. Institutional portfolios have been developed in five areas that represent the overall goals of the 
general education program: written communication, critical thinking, math problem solving, science 
problem solving, and diversity. Since 2001 OSU has collected samples of student work that represent 
student achievement of the general education goals from courses across campus. These student work 
samples are then assessed by a panel of faculty members using rubrics. A new rotational schedule was 
designed by the Committee for the Assessment of General Education (CAGE) in 2011 to allow for a 
larger number of samples of student work to be assessed in a single year. In 2010-2011 544 samples of 
student work were collected and evaluated by a panel of faculty members using the written 
communication rubric that was developed and approved by OSU faculty members. The rubric is scored 
on a range of 1-5 where 1 is low and 5 is high. Of the 544 artifacts, 12 (2.2%) were assigned a score of 1, 
117 (21.5%) were assigned a score of 2, 241 (44.3%) were assigned a score of 3, 144 (26.5%) were 
assigned a score of 4, and 30 (5.5%) were assigned a score of 5. The average score of 3.12 is the highest 
average score in this area to date. However, changes in the sampling strategy may have impacted the 
overall average score. The full report will be posted on the OSU General Education Assessment website 
when it is available (http://tinyurl.com/osugened).  
 
The General Education Advisory Council (GEAC) periodically evaluates every general education course 
to ensure alignment with the goals of the general education program. As part of this certification process 
instructors identify which general education goals are associated with the course, describe the course 
activities that provide students the opportunity to achieve the goals, and explain how student achievement 
of the goals is assessed within the course. Each course with a general education designation is reviewed 
every three years. Many colleges, departments, and programs include elements from the general education 
goals in their own assessment efforts.  
 
In response to positive learning gains among students, the institution has decided to continue to fund the 
Provost’s Faculty Development Initiative: Focus on General Education in 2011-2012. In addition, a task 
force has been formed to study and make recommendations for improving the general education program.  
 
 
University of Central Oklahoma 
 
The ETS Proficiency Profile was selected to act as an institutional measure for the core curriculum. 
Approximately 100 students from each college are tested in the spring to evaluate program 
effectiveness.   
Course level assessment practices focus on the general education goals that are measured in 
English, mathematics, biology, general science, history, communications, humanities, and 
philosophy and may include  pre and posttests surveys, and portfolio artifacts. 
 
The English Department offers a cornerstone course as an introduction course to the major.  Plans are to 
use this course as an avenue to look at English major’s completion of general education curriculum. 
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East Central University  
 
During 2010-11, 353 students took one of the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) 
multiple-choice Critical Thinking, Math, Reading, or Writing Essay as part of the course requirements for 
UNIV 3001. The test was administered to all UNIV 3001 students. This is the fifth year ECU has used 
CAAP. The CAAP Essay exam was administered to students in the summer 2010 semester while both 
Reading and Math exams were administered to students in the fall 2010 semester. The CAAP Critical 
Thinking exam was administered to students in the spring 2011 semester. The data continue to show that 
students who took the College BASE/CAAP have developed the academic skills necessary to complete a 
degree program. 
 
In Spring 2011, the first SAILS (Standardized Assessment of Information Literacy Skills) was 
administered to all UNIV 3001 students (N=109) to establish a baseline for assessing basic library 
research skills and other information literacy competencies. Scaled scores range from 0–1000. Accuracy 
of the average score is affected by sample size and variability, with smaller samples, like ECU’s, showing 
larger standard deviations. The main purpose of this general education assessment is to establish a 
baseline by which to measure disaggregated data for internal trend analysis in the eight skills sets, based 
on the Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education by the Association of College 
and Research Libraries. ECU scored within range on all eight skills sets. 
 

  
Northeastern State University  
 
The Provost formed a General Education Committee to revisit the total General Education program, 
including evaluation. A General Education Capstone course has been approved by the Provost and the 
Board of Regents, and will go into effect with the passage of NSU’s new GE requirements. The new 
Capstone course will be designed to “blend” the GE experience from beginning to end. The Provost has 
retained the General Education Committee as a standing committee and will provide a filter through 
which new and existing course recommendations will flow. This committee will continue to make 
recommendations as to assessment as well. 
 
The College of Education continues to administer the OGET as a prerequisite to program admission. ETS 
Proficiency Profile was used in fall 2010 and spring 2011. 
 
 
Northwestern Oklahoma State University 
  
The general education assessment strategy is a two-prong approach. Both assessments measure general 
education competencies as developed by the General Education Committee. One assessment is 
standardized testing for mid-level evaluation of the general education program. As Northwestern became 
part of VSA (Voluntary System of Accountability), the ETS Proficiency Profile (formerly MAPP) test 
was chosen for the standardized tests for mid-level assessment of general education in order to 
complement the on-going VSA testing requirements for freshmen and seniors. The results of the ETS 
Proficiency Profile testing indicated that Northwestern students are comparable or better than the 
proficiency level of the average of Baccalaureate I and II students that take the ETS PP in the area of 
Reading I and II,  Writing I, and Mathematics I, II and III. The second assessment is a program 
accompanying the new general education curriculum which calls for significant expansion of assessment 
to include additional measures.  All students in general education courses with designated competencies 
are assessed in the course level assessments. Assessments are administered by each course professor. The 
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general education course-level data is a web-based database and after data has been collected, it is 
analyzed by the Assessment Office.   
 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University 
  
Approximately 1,214 students participated in two university–wide, mid-level assessment activities in the 
2010-2011 academic year.  Southeastern used six different ACT CAAP Tests and the ACT College 
Outcomes Survey to assess student progress and perceptions regarding the goals and learning outcomes of 
the general education program.  Average scores by Southeastern students were within one standard 
deviation of the national average for all six ACT CAAP Tests.  Graduating seniors ranked “acquiring a 
well-rounded general education” and “becoming academically competent” as the top two areas of for both 
personal growth and college contribution to personal growth on the ACT College Outcomes Survey.    
 
Starting in the fall 2005 semester, Southeastern initiated a course-embedded assessment of the general 
education goals and learning outcomes addressed by each course.  Departments were given the latitude to 
develop assessment protocols, set benchmarks, and determine the numbers and types of students selected 
to comprise a representative sample.  Other instruments used to assess the General Education Program 
included the Levels of Implementation Survey completed by department chairs.   
 
  
Southwestern Oklahoma State University 
  
Curriculum-embedded methods that are used in all general education courses on the Weatherford and 
Sayre campuses assess four main goals: (1) competency in written and oral communications; (2) mastery 
of core mathematics concepts and understanding of mathematics principles, symbols, and logic; (3) skills 
in problem solving and critical and creative thinking; and (4) understanding and competency in use of 
technology, computer literacy, and information systems. 
 
Faculty members rely on feedback from formative methods to improve instruction and modify activities. 
Sharing the information with students and making the assessment part of the course requirements create 
an environment for meaningful participation of students. Data indicate that benchmarks for student 
achievement are being met in the general education courses. Faculty reported revisions in methods of 
assessment and instruction as well as refinements of course objectives. The flexibility of curriculum-
embedded assessment allows changes to be made and efficacy of changes to be assessed more efficiently. 
 
While the current reporting of mid-level assessment is based on a two-year course rotation of curriculum-
embedded assessments, ACT's Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) has been utilized 
annually since fall 2007. For the first time, freshmen were asked to complete one of the two tests during 
English Composition I class periods. While scores of freshmen were slightly below the national average, 
the impressive scores of juniors and seniors since 2007 are slightly above the national average. In addition, 
Southwestern takes pride in the fact that junior and senior examinees exceed the Critical Thinking scores 
of freshmen by five points, and the Essay scores of freshmen by 0.5 points. This is an indication of the 
value-added performance gain that students achieve while enrolled in Southwestern’s general education 
program. 
  
 
Cameron University 
  
Assessment instruments are administered within the appropriate general education course each semester.  
Depending on the number of students enrolled in the classes offered during the semester, all students may 
be selected or a random sample of classes is selected in which to administer the assessment instrument.  
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Assessment instruments include embedded test questions and specific assignments tied to the general 
education student learning outcomes. In math and English, the ACT Collegiate Assessment of Academic 
Proficiency (CAAP) examinations are given as a secondary assessment instrument. 
 
In the spring 2011 semester, the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) was administered to 
freshmen and seniors.  Five of the survey questions align directly with general education student learning 
outcomes at Cameron University. 
 
Langston University  
 
The instruments used to assess college readiness as a secondary measure were also used to assess mid-
level accomplishments. These instruments make comparisons easy and provide a predictive value for 
academic attainment in the established general education competencies. Results from the mid-level 
assessment are made available to all academic units, the responsibility managers, and executives who 
supervise and provide direction to responsibility managers. Additionally, the general education committee 
reviews the data and makes recommendations to the Academic Policy Committee and Faculty Senate for 
action. Assessment results suggest mathematics and reading present a challenge for student learning. 
 
 
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma 
  
Because of USAO’s qualifications as a liberal arts school, the general education program varies from 
other universities in the state. Instead of a two-year general education program, USAO offers 
interdisciplinary courses which extend throughout the undergraduate experience. In addition, USAO uses 
trimesters versus semesters, allowing students the opportunity to complete their degrees in three years. 
Thus, the mid-level assessment process does not apply as it would for other institutions. 
 
However, USAO assessed critical thinking skills for incoming freshman for 2011-12 using the ACT 
CAAP with the intention of administering the assessment again once students qualify as seniors. This will 
be an ongoing assessment instrument which provides annual evaluations of general education skills 
acquired during each student’s education at USAO. 

 
 

Oklahoma Panhandle State University 
  
OPSU uses the Oklahoma General Education Test (OGET) to assess mid-level performance. The OGET 
exam covers General Education content—English,  math, science, social studies, humanities, and 
writing—and can be taken by any student at any time via a computer. This assessment activity was linked 
to the general education program competencies by comparing student scores on these exams to the cut-
scores and state averages.  
 
OPSU also compares the GPA of transfer students to those who have only attended OPSU while earning 
their general education requirements. This allows OPSU to compare our success rates to other schools if 
not directly, indirectly. 

In the spring of 2009, OPSU implemented a new general education assessment plan. OPSU established 
three main goals (oral and written communication, analytical and quantitative reasoning, global 
understanding and cultural awareness) and with a total of ten student learning outcomes: read critically 
and express ideas clearly, logically, and persuasively in standard written English; express ideas clearly, 
logically and persuasively in standard spoken English; apply mathematics as a language; apply biological 
and physical science principles to the natural world; utilize principles of computer systems throughout the 
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curriculum; interpret relationships of the creative processes, aesthetic principles and historic traditions of 
one or more of the humanities; identify the principles of history and culture of the United States; identify 
the principles of government, politics, and political organizations;  recognize the ideas and principles that 
influence human thought and behavior; and identify the economic principles that effect macroeconomics. 
These outcomes were assessed using rubrics and/or pre-post testing in the required general education 
coursework at OPSU. 
 

 
Connors State College  
 
Connors State College has identified eight broad general education learning outcomes to be vital.  The 
eight outcomes are:  Writing Skills, Mathematics, Reading, Science, Computer Skills Competency, 
Critical Thinking, Global Awareness, and Citizenship. Writing, reading, mathematics, and science skills 
were assessed in 2010-2011 utilizing ACT CAAP.  A rubric for the assessment of computer skills 
competency was developed in the spring 2009 semester and utilized for the first time in the spring 2010 
semester. Embedded assessment of critical thinking, global awareness, and citizenship was utilized in 
general education courses during the fall 2010 semester. 
 
Results indicate that CSC needs to continue work on all areas, particularly in the developmental courses, 
in preparing students for college-level work. Beginning this fall 2011 semester, data will be collected 
from each of the English Composition II instructors and the results will be included on the assessment 
report next year. Standardizing the embedded assessments across courses is currently in progress. 
 
 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
 
Each instructor used assessment tools with students in his/her classes. All graduating students were 
strongly encouraged to take the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) test during the 
2011 spring semester as an exam of “graduating” sophomores, which allowed Eastern instructors and 
administrators to see standardized results of student learning. 
 
Overall, the assessment committee at Eastern Oklahoma State College feels that the CAAP scores 
(slightly below national averages) may not be representative of the actual achievement of Eastern’s 
graduates as a large proportion of students to not give their best effort while taking the CAAP test. 
Discussions with colleagues at peer colleges confirm that motivating students to perform well as they take 
such exams as the CAAP is a huge challenge.  
 
Analyses and findings are areas in which Eastern can improve, especially once the assessment committee 
has evaluated procedures for assessment and program evaluation. In the past, it has not been possible to 
do any significant tracking of student progress at other institutions. This will change with the use of the 
National Student Clearinghouse “StudentTracker” to track enrollment and graduation of Eastern 
graduates as they continue their education. It is hoped that this will yield useable results in the future. 

 
  

Murray State College  
 
Murray State College uses the ACT Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) test to 
measure reading, writing, math, and critical thinking.  The CAAP is curriculum based, so results can be 
related to college courses.  The CAAP items are drawn from the general education college materials in 
humanities, social and natural sciences, and mathematics. 
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Two hundred thirteen students participated in the CAAP test for the 2010-2011 academic year.  The 
identified population included potential 2010 spring graduates who entered MSC as first-time freshmen. 
CAAP scores indicated success in general education outcomes. To further improve results, faculty 
developed general education learning goals and objectives and identified measurable outcomes for these 
goals. Since MSC is a two-year college, the CAAP is an exit assessment and students are not tracked in 
subsequent semesters. 
 

 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College  
 
General education is an integral part of the curriculum at NEO. The College uses the Measure of 
Academic Proficiency and Progress (MAPP) for assessing general academic knowledge and skills.  The 
Center for Academic Success and Advisement personnel administers the MAPP to students preparing for 
graduation. 
 
During the 2010-2011 academic year, the MAPP was administered to 283 students during their final 
semester.  The scores for the past four years were analyzed.  Students’ performance in the areas assessed 
is consistent each year.  In comparison to other peer institutions, NEO students performed best in writing 
skills and had an overall mean higher than average in reading, social sciences, and natural sciences.  The 
students’ weakest area was humanities. 
 
 
Northern Oklahoma College 
  
NOC is in the process of evaluating a 3 year linkage report of all ACT subsections, COMPASS 
placement/challenging exams and the CAAP exams.  The faculty will be reviewing the linkage reports in 
conjunction with the Office of Academic Affairs.  It is anticipated that the faculty will begin an intensive 
discussion of the General Education program. 
 
As a result of the 2008 HLC visit, NOC is involved in continual evaluation concerning the assessment of 
program outcomes, especially in the transfer programs.  Each division has spent a great deal of time 
reviewing the suggested outcomes.  The HLC team requested less dependence on the CAAP exams.  As a 
result the faculty are looking at other measures.  The students who have taken the CAAP exams are 
staying close to national norms. NOC is performing above the national average in essay and mathematics.  
NOC is still slightly below the national average in reading and science reasoning. 
 
Rogers State University  
 
During the 2010-2011 academic year, general education goals were reviewed university-wide by all 
disciplines. Led by the taskforce for general education and in consultation with the UAC, the University’s 
eight general education goals were revised to four targeted general education goals.  These goals are:  [1] 
Acquire and evaluate information; [2] Analyze and integrate knowledge; [3] Develop perspectives and an 
understanding of the human experience; and [4] Communicate effectively.  The goals were incorporated 
by into all general education and discipline assessment plans by faculty who taught the courses selected as 
best measures.  Faculty used course-embedded activities, performance criteria, and assessments to 
evaluate student learning as a result of the goal-related activities.  
 
Beginning in 2010-2011, the UAC initiated peer review sessions to assess the achievement of general 
education outcomes and program outcomes. These were accomplished through faculty conversations in 
each discipline, where general education degree plans were reviewed with UAC members chairing 
sessions and active participation from faculty who taught courses designated for measurement of general 
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education outcomes. Department heads and deans also attended peer review sessions, and results 
informed faculty planning of the 2011-2012 academic year.  
 
To augment the primary mid-level assessment of general education, the UAC developed a plan to conduct 
a secondary, university-wide evaluation of first-time freshmen and second semester sophomores during 
the 2011-2012 academic year. The Educational Testing Services (ETS) Proficiency Profile was selected 
to assess RSU students, with the option for normative evaluation, for critical thinking, reading, writing 
mathematics, humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. The Office of Accountability and 
Academics and the Testing Center agreed to implement the new assessment, and results for Year 1 will be 
presented in the next annual report. 
 
 
Tulsa Community College 
  
In 2009-2010, TCC’s Learning Effectiveness Council created a Plan for Student Learning Outcomes 
Assessment as a way to provide a comprehensive framework for the assessment of student learning at 
TCC. The plan was designed to foster the assessment of student learning outcomes for general education 
as well as individual programs at TCC, and it includes four primary forms that guide the process:  
A) Program goals and assessment methods and measures, including which general education goals will be 
assessed  
B) Results of assessments for each program  
C) Program recommendations and action plan for improvement  
D) Course outlines for individual courses with common outcomes across different sections of the same 
course  
 
Assessment of TCC’s four general education goals (i.e., critical thinking, effective communication, 
engaged learning, and technological proficiency) is embedded within the assessment of program goals 
and outcomes. In addition to the assessments being conducted within individual programs, one of the 
general education goals (i.e., critical thinking) is assessed in the college orientation course, ENGL 1003 
(Academic Strategies). This course introduces new students to campus services and study skills, but 
another major emphasis of the course is to promote the use of critical thinking skills to solve academic 
and social problems. Findings from a formative assessment of the Academic Strategies course designed to 
assess students’ awareness about and use of learning and study strategies related to skill, will and self-
regulation components of strategic learning demonstrated significant increases across the course, with the 
largest gains for critical thinking. Additionally, student progress was tracked in 15 developmental and 
gateway college-level courses for first-time freshmen who did and did not enroll in Academic Strategies. 
Course grades were evaluated, indicating that students in Academic Strategies were significantly more 
likely to succeed with a “C” or better than students who did not enroll in the course for 13 of the 15 
courses, including all developmental courses.  
 
As an indirect measure of all four general education goals, TCC administered its annual Exit Survey to all 
students when they applied for graduation. Results indicated most students felt TCC contributed to their 
knowledge, skills, and personal development in areas such as using technology, communication, and 
contributing to their community; they acquired a broad, general education at TCC; and TCC coursework 
emphasized thinking critically and analytically.   
 
 
Oklahoma State University – Oklahoma City 
  
The CAAP assessment provides useful information regarding the general education skills attainment of 
OSU-Oklahoma City students as they reach the midpoint of their academic careers.  The following is a 
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summary of the results:  
 

 African American students scored lower in most subjects tested.  Hispanic students did not 
provide a reportable measure due to low representation.  The Native American scores reflected a 
downward trend. 

 Generally more females than males are administered the assessment.  Reports indicate that males 
score higher in math and females score higher in writing.  Critical thinking and reading scores 
were reported as more evenly distributed between males and females.     

 Writing and critical thinking tended to improve with age and education level while math tracked 
the opposite.   

 As a general matter, math scores appear to exceed the national average by 1.3 points.   
 In other subject areas, the scores appear to be a mix from year to year with the OSU-OKC 

average never exceeding or falling below a difference of 1.4 points. 
 

The results of the 2008-2009 assessment indicate that OSU-Oklahoma City students score within national 
averages. The addition of the 2010-2011 results to the trending report indicates mild fluctuations in 
scores, generally within one percentage point of the national norm. In the future, strategies will be 
implemented to ensure that the assessment population better represents the diversity of the campus.  
Efforts will specifically relate to the identification and inclusion of Hispanic students to ensure the 
presence of a population that is measurable.  The Assessment Committee believes the CAAP is a good 
general assessment tool.  However, faculty members responsible for teaching general education courses 
have expressed an interest in obtaining information regarding how test objectives interrelate with defined 
course objectives.  OSU – Oklahoma City is considering the development of a skill diagnostic assessment 
that would satisfy this interest. There may also be a need for future exploration into the development of 
other diagnostic assessments.   
 
 
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology 
  
Mid-level assessment of general education competencies was conducted as described in each program’s 
academic assessment plan. These assessments were developed by faculty specifically for each program.  
Five Core Objectives common to all programs of study, based on reading, writing, mathematics, critical 
thinking, ethics, diversity, and technical competencies grew from this process.  A sixth Core Objective, 
Service Learning, grew from the emphasis placed on service learning by the NCA-HLC.  All mid-level 
assessment is course-embedded to motivate students to participate fully.   
 
Mid-level assessment of general education Core Objectives indicated that, overall, OSUIT fell short (74.7 
percent, down from 76.2 percent the previous year) of the 80 percent benchmark of students in the fall 
freshmen cohort achieving scores above a minimum 70 percent proficiency. An analysis of the general 
education core objectives was implemented to identify courses where high percentages of students were 
receiving grades below the 70 percent level.  Most areas showed a general decline from the benchmark.  
Focused study of the student cohort, placement test score indicators, and remediation procedures was 
recommended to ameliorate this decline and affect improvements in this trend. 
 
 
Western Oklahoma State College 
  
Western Oklahoma State College uses Proficiency Profile (formerly MAPP) testing from Educational 
Testing Services (ETS) for outcome/program assessment. The Proficiency Profile is a computer based 
assessment allowing for a more convenient window of time for students to test. Comparisons would be 
made on their placement exams, ACT scores, and their scoring on the outcomes assessment by the 
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Assessment committee. After the first full year of use, the Proficiency Profile report does not appear to 
provide enough or adequate information concerning program effectiveness or possible changes to make 
informed decisions regarding changes at this time. The report was vague, but indicated that generally 
students tested in the average range. Additional reports are needed to glean enough information to 
determine any needed changes. 
 
 
Redlands Community College 

 
The Assessment Through Writing pilot study was initially administered during the 2001-2002 academic 
year, and has been continued through 2010 - 2011.  English Composition II students wrote an essay of 
their choice from a list of prepared topics.  Topics were drawn from the following areas:  problem 
solving, leadership, and social problems.  An evaluation rubric was attached to the list of essay topics for 
students to review prior to writing their essays.  A team of Redlands Community College faculty from 
across the curriculum evaluated the student essays.  Using a holistic grading system the evaluation team 
assessed the student’s ability to demonstrate knowledge of Standard English, to demonstrate the ability to 
write in an acceptable essay form, and to demonstrate critical thinking skills.  Students not meeting the 
established standards can receive additional assistance by accessing a tutor through the Redlands Peer 
Tutor Program, by accessing computer tutorials through the Assistance Center, or by auditing an ENGL 
1113 class.   
 
Transcripts of those students not meeting the standards were reviewed.  Students’ grades were found to be 
satisfactory, and no additional assistance was deemed necessary.  In addition, results of this assessment 
are sent to the English Composition Lead Instructor, the participating Composition instructors, and the 
Lead Instructor for Developmental Writing.  A letter detailing the findings of the evaluators, plus 
strengths and weaknesses of the writers accompanied the results.    
 
 
Carl Albert State College  
 
The objectives of mid-level assessment are to assess all students who have attained 45 or more hours in 
order to determine students’ academic progress and learning competencies in the areas of reading, 
writing, mathematics, and critical thinking. The results from mid-level assessment will be used to 
evaluate, improve, and recommend any changes to the general education and academic program curricula.  
 
During the fall and spring semesters of 2010-2011, all CASC students that had completed 45 or more 
hours were notified about the CAAP testing and asked to participate. A total of 165 students participated 
in Fall 2010 and 979 students participated in Spring 2011 for a total of 1144 for the academic year. Test 
modules administered were reading, writing skills, mathematics, science reasoning, and critical thinking.  
 
The results of the CAAP were compared to national norms and to the performance of CASC students who 
had tested with the ACT as entry-level assessment. Based on those results, CASC students performed at 
or close to national norm levels in all four levels. 
 
 
Seminole State College 
 
Seminole State College uses the term Mid-Level Assessment to mean an assessment of the educational 
experiences of those students who are graduating with associate degrees and those students completing 
terminal degree programs designed to let them enter the work force immediately.  SSC assessment 
procedures require the evaluation of the College’s General Education Outcomes annually by testing a 
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representative group of students with 45 or more credit hours.  The College first used the ETS Academic 
Profile Test in spring 2002 for this purpose.  However, it was replaced by the ACT Collegiate Assessment 
of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) Test for fall 2006. 
 
For fall 2010, however, with the retirement of SSC’s Assessment Coordinator, the College did not 
administer the CAAP Test.  The annual fall CAAP test administration was reinstated in fall 201, and 
those results will be reported in next year’s report.   
 
The College also analyzes grades for students enrolled in select general education courses which typically 
have a large number of students with 45 or more credit hours.  During fall 2010, 1623were enrolled in 
these classes with 1220 (75.17%) successfully completing their course.  For spring 2011 the enrollment 
was 1052 with.725 (68.92%) successfully completing their course.  The combined enrollment for both 
semesters was 2675 with 1945 (72.71%) students successfully completing their course.  The successful 
completion rate was .59% higher than the previous report. 
 
Some additional components used in meeting the objectives of this area in the past have been the annual 
SSC Graduate Opinion Survey, the ACT Faces of the Future Survey, and reports from receiving 
institutions.  At this time, the Assessment of Student Learning Committee is evaluating the use of these 
and other surveys to be used in the future.   
 
 
Rose State College  
 
The Academic Assessment Committee has established that mid-level assessment will include those 
students who have completed either the Associate in Arts [AA] or Associate in Science [AS] two-year 
transfer degree.  Data retrieved from receiving universities regarding Rose State College graduates who 
are enrolled in baccalaureate degree programs are analyzed to determine student success.  In addition, one 
of the four core competencies of general education assessment, using a course embedded approach, is 
analyzed for all disciplines and programs. This approach includes critical thinking, effective 
communications, computer proficiency, and quantitative literacy using an embedded process within the 
class and/or course rather than utilizing an external instrument.  
 
The Committee analyzed the outcomes data related to mid-level students, compared general education 
program requirements, and reviewed College general education policies and related competencies.  As a 
result of the findings, no major changes or actions were recommended.   
 
The Academic Assessment Committee identified four competencies, assessed in the general education 
program, which should be evident in Rose State College graduates:  Critical Thinking, Effective 
Communication, Technology Proficiency, and Quantitative Analytical Literacy. To be identified as 
having successfully learned concepts of the core competency, the student must meet the standard 
developed by the faculty member for the course in the assessed competency.  Both full-time and adjunct 
faculty members were asked to submit a plan of how they intended to assess their students, as well as 
provide a sample of the instrument to be used.  An online reporting form is provided to faculty to allow 
for a consistent means of collecting information regarding the method of assessment, the criteria for 
success, and implementation to improve learning.  The course-embedded design allows for the assessment 
of all enrolled students to be context-specific. 

 
 
Oklahoma City Community College  
 
Mid-level assessment at Oklahoma City Community College examines student’s academic progress and 
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learning on the four general education student learning outcomes including: 1) Human Heritage, Culture, 
Values and Beliefs, 2) Communication and Symbols, 3) Social, Political and Economic Institutions, and 
4) Science.  Mid-level assessment occurs when a student has completed the required course work to meet 
their general education competencies and these competencies are measured.  
 
This is the third year that OCCC has used artifacts to determine student general education competencies.  
Rubrics were used to provide common criteria for assessing these artifacts.  Some examples of artifacts 
included recorded performances, PowerPoint presentations, essays, lab reports, capstone projects, 
research projects, service-learning projects, or any assignment preexisting in a faculty member’s course.  
Artifacts adhered to the specific objectives of Student Learning Outcomes established by the General 
Education component of OCCC's curriculum.  The goal is for 70% of students to pass; this occurred in all 
but two categories – Human Heritage, Culture, and Values, and Public Speaking.  
 
Below are the recommendations the General Education Committee made to improve the results for next 
year.  

1. Continue to encourage faculty to provide artifacts in the area of Public Speaking and/or oral 
communications. 

2. Create Faculty and Staff examples of Public Speaking and/or oral communications to be placed 
on the OCCC website. 

3. Review General Education Outcome areas to match future General Education goals.  (For 
examples, future outcomes could focus on the following: critical thinking, problem solving, 
technology, global education, writing, and oral communications.) 

4. Encourage faculty to evaluate their course assignments to meet higher-level critical thinking 
skills. (This recommendation relates to the evaluation of artifacts in the following outcome area: 
Human Heritage, Culture, and Value.) 
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Program Outcomes Assessment 
 

Program outcomes assessment, or major field of study assessment, is designed to measure how well 
students are meeting institutionally stated program goals and objectives.  As with other levels of 
assessment, selection of assessment instruments and other parameters (such as target groups, when 
assessment occurs, etc.) is the responsibility of the institution.  Institutions are encouraged to give 
preference to nationally standardized instruments that supply normative data.  The instrument selected 
should measure skills and abilities specific to the program and to higher level thinking skills.  Results are 
used to revise curricula.   
 
Based on examination of the various types of outcome data described below, institutions have made 
changes to include more direct assessment of student learning and assessment processes resulting in 
program improvement.  Examples of changes made include providing annual funding for program 
assessment, implementing more direct communication with students and faculty members to provide 
feedback on program outcomes and assessments, and inclusion of available technology both in program 
outcomes as well as assessment tools.   
 
Listed below are the methods and tools used by each institutions to assess program outcomes. 
 
University of Oklahoma 
  
Capstone courses, standardized exams, locally constructed tests, faculty assessment, course evaluations 
and narratives, exit interviews and surveys, student surveys, portfolio reviews, alumni surveys, career 
placement/employment, student internships, employer surveys, advisory board surveys, local/national 
contests, transcript review, professional exams/certifications and accreditation, computer literacy 
requirement, public recitals 
 
Oklahoma State University 
  
Panel review of student work, exams (course, licensure, standardized), performance assessment, alumni 
or exit survey, capstone or major course project, internship or practicum evaluations, portfolios, exit or 
advising interviews, transcript analysis, employer surveys 
 
University of Central Oklahoma 
  
Student symposiums, ETS Major Field Achievement Tests (MFT), student surveys and questionnaires, 
certification tests and national standardized exams, portfolio reviews, internship experiences, writing 
assessments, presentations, capstone courses, essays, course embedded assessment 
 
East Central University  
 
Portfolios, constituent surveys, licensing and certification exams, senior projects and capstone courses, 
locally developed exams, presentations, ETS Major Field Tests, comprehensive exams, course embedded 
assessments, internship evaluation, clinical supervisor evaluations 
 
Northeastern State University  
 
Capstone courses, certification tests, ETS major field exams, portfolios, alumni/employer surveys, writing 
assessments, student grades, exit tests or surveys, faculty assessment of skills, oral presentations, pre/post 
self developed instruments 
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Northwestern Oklahoma State University  
 
Portfolio defense, ETS Major Field Test, national standardized exams, exit surveys and interviews, 
locally developed exams, lab reports, capstone courses, service learning course completion, embedded 
course assessments, supervisory evaluation of internship, performance in external competitions, student 
teacher evaluations, junior and senior recitals, jury examination, employment, student grades, 
presentations 
 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University  
 
Comprehensive standardized examinations, locally developed comprehensive examinations, certification 
tests, surveys, interviews, senior seminars, faculty evaluation, final grades, course embedded assessments, 
portfolio reviews, pre/post tests, internship supervisor evaluations, external competitions, senior 
presentation, student self assessment, ETS Major Field Assessment, student course evaluations, graduate 
placement and graduate programs, exit interviews and questionnaires, capstone courses, alumni and 
employer evaluations 
 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University  
 
Portfolios, focused interviews, pre- and post-tests, research projects, standardized tests, locally developed 
tests, student performance on licensure and certification exams, evaluation of entry-year teaching and 
internships 
 
Cameron University  
 
Portfolio reviews, performance rating, course embedded assessments, presentations, locally developed 
examinations, tests, lesson plans, teacher work samples 
 
Langston University  
 
National standardized tests, exit exams, employment, ETS Major Field Test, portfolios, locally developed 
tests, presentations, comprehensive exams, internships, licensure and certification exams 
 
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma 
 
Portfolios, locally developed and standardized tests, exit exams, senior projects, licensure and 
certification exams, comprehensive exams, ETS major field exams 
 
Oklahoma Panhandle State University  
 
Standardized exams, surveys, portfolios, rubrics, pre-post testing, exams, specialized projects, national 
and regional competitions, employer surveys, peer evaluations, course grades, self evaluations, course 
embedded assessments 
 
Connors State College  
 
Licensure and certification exams, national standardized tests, success rate in courses, student grades, 
informal student feedback, faculty observations 
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Eastern Oklahoma State College  
 
National standardized tests, locally developed exams, pre- and post-test comprehensive exams, student 
grades, employment, student surveys, course embedded assessments, student performances 
 
Murray State College  
 
National standardized tests, exit exams, locally developed tests 
 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College  
 
Course embedded assessment, capstone courses, national normed assessment tools, licensure tests 
 
Northern Oklahoma College  
 
Licensure and certification exams  
 
Rogers State University  
 
Portfolios, capstone projects, licensure and certification exams, pre-and post-test exams, standardized 
exams, internship evaluations, focus groups, surveys of students, graduates, alumni, and employers 
 
Tulsa Community College  
 
Course embedded assessments, locally developed exams, exit surveys, alumni survey, licensure and 
certification exams 
 
Oklahoma State University – Oklahoma City  
 
Examinations, capstone courses, portfolios, course embedded assessments 
 
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology  
 
Capstone courses, portfolios, performance evaluations, end-of-instruction assessments, certification 
exams, internship evaluations, written exams  
 
Western Oklahoma State College  
 
Course-embedded assessments, demonstrations and juries, outside evaluations for service learning or 
internship projects, portfolios 
 
Redlands Community College  
 
Pre- and post-tests, portfolios, focus groups, internships, employment assessments, advisory committees, 
surveys, business plans, case studies 
 
Carl Albert State College  
 
Licensure exams, surveys, capstone courses, program reviews, transfer reports, locally developed exams 
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Seminole State College  
 
Course-embedded assessment, national standardized exams, student surveys, transfer reports 
 
Rose State College 
  
Capstone courses, portfolios, licensure and certification exams, transfer reports, employment 
 
Oklahoma City Community College 
  
Capstone courses, surveys, licensure and certification exams, employer surveys, course embedded 
assessments, comprehensive exams, national standardized tests 
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Student Satisfaction Assessment 
 
University of Oklahoma  
 
Locally developed student satisfaction survey, locally developed Complete Withdrawal Information 
Survey 
 
Oklahoma State University  
 
Locally developed surveys of undergraduate and graduate alumni in alternating years 
 
University of Central Oklahoma  
 
National Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE), Cooperative Institution Research Project (CIRP), 
Graduating Student Survey (GSS)  
 
East Central University  
 
ACT Survey of Student Opinions 
 
Northeastern State University  
 
National Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE), Senior Survey, student evaluation of classes, Freshmen 
Survey, UCLA Freshman Survey 
 
Northwestern Oklahoma State University  
 
Locally developed Student Satisfaction Survey, National Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE), 
graduate studies survey, course evaluations, alumni survey 
 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University  
 
ACT College Outcomes Survey, ACT Student Opinion Survey, locally developed junior survey, locally 
developed graduate survey, locally developed academic advising and outreach center survey, course 
evaluations 
 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University  
 
Course/Instructor evaluations, ACT Survey of Student Opinions, National Survey for Student 
Engagement (NSSE), Alumni Survey 
 
Cameron University  
 
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), locally developed student satisfaction surveys 
 
Langston University  
 
Locally developed survey 
 
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma  
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Course evaluations, existing senior survey, entering freshmen survey, NSSE 
 
Oklahoma Panhandle State University  
 
Student Satisfaction survey, Graduation survey, Alumni survey 
  
Eastern Oklahoma State College  
 
ACT Student Opinion Survey for Two Year Colleges (currently selecting new assessment instrument) 
 
Murray State College  
 
Locally developed Student Satisfaction Questionnaire 
 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College 
 
ACT Student Opinion Survey for Two Year Colleges 
 
Northern Oklahoma College 
 
Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) 
 
Rogers State University  
 
ACT Student Opinion Survey, ACT College Outcomes Survey, NSSE, IDEA Center Student Evaluation 
of Instruction instrument 
 
Tulsa Community College 
 
Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) 
 
Oklahoma State University – Oklahoma City  
 
ACT Student Satisfaction Survey, graduating student surveys, post-graduation student surveys 
 
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology  
 
Instructor/Course Surveys, Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory 
 
Western Oklahoma State College  
 
ACT Entering Student Survey, ACT Continuing Student Opinion Survey, ACT College Outcomes 
Survey, locally developed Alumni Survey 
 
Redlands Community College  
 
Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE), Community College Faculty Survey of 
Student Engagement (CCFSSE), Survey of Entering Student Engagement (SENSE) 
 
Carl Albert State College 
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ACT Student Opinion Survey for Two-Year Colleges, ACT Alumni Survey for Two-Year Colleges 
 
Seminole State College  
 
Student Feedback on Classroom Instruction Form, ACT Faces of the Future Survey, Graduate Opinion 
Survey 
 
Rose State College  
 
ACT Student Satisfaction Survey 
 
Oklahoma City Community College  
 
ACT Student Opinion Survey, Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE), Student 
Input on Instruction (SII), graduate survey 
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Graduate Student Assessment 
 

University of Oklahoma 
 
Thesis/dissertation evaluations, teacher licensure and certification exams, course evaluations, internships, 
exit surveys, alumni surveys, comprehensive exams, presentations/publications, job placement, employer 
surveys, portfolio reviews 
 
Oklahoma State University 
 
Dissertation or thesis proposal and defense, oral presentation, alumni surveys, comprehensive or 
qualifying exams, panel review of projects, creative components, course projects, faculty review of 
student performance, portfolios, performance assessment, course exams, practicum evaluations 
 
University of Central Oklahoma 
 
Comprehensive exams, course embedded assessments, portfolios, teaching demonstrations, faculty 
evaluations, teacher work samples, internships/field experiences, capstone courses, job placement, 
research papers and presentations 
 
East Central Oklahoma 
 
Portfolios, surveys, national licensure and certification exams, comprehensive exams, course embedded 
assessments, research products 
 
Northeastern State University 
 
Written compositions, capstone experiences, national/state certification test results, oral examinations 
 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University 
 
Advisory council, alumni surveys, comprehensive exams, evaluation of interns, exit exams, employer 
surveys, course embedded assessments, writing samples, portfolios, employment, state exams 
 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University 
 
National and state standardized exams, capstone courses, practicum evaluations, course embedded 
assessments, portfolios, exit surveys 
 
Cameron University 
 
Varies by program 
 
Langston University 
 
Comprehensive exams, portfolio reviews, student questionnaires  
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Licensure and Certification 
 

      Number of               Number of 
      Students               Students 

Program and/or Exam                       Tested               Passing  
 
University of Oklahoma 

No licensure or certification data were reported. 
 
Oklahoma State University 

Agricultural Education (OSAT) 46 46 
Early Childhood Education (OSAT) 47 46 
Elementary Education (OSAT Subtest 1) 108 95 
Elementary Education (OSAT Subtest 2) 103 92 
Fundamentals of Engineering: Aerospace 31 24 
Fundamentals of Engineering: Chemical 27 25 
Fundamentals of Engineering: Civil 42 30 
Fundamentals of Engineering: Mechanical 83 52 
Physical Education (OSAT) 18 14 
US History (OSAT) 34 30 

 
University of Central Oklahoma 

Elementary Education (OGET 23 23 
Nursing (NCLEX – RN)  20 17 
Nutrition and Dietetics (RD exam) 7 7 
School Psychology (PRAXIS) 14 14 

 
East Central University 

Biology Teacher Certification 8 4 
Criminal Justice 15 13 
Early Childhood Education  48 33 
Elementary Education 115 82 
English Teacher Certification 3 3 
History Education Teacher Certification 22 9 
Math Teacher Certification 5 5 
Nursing 48 41 
Physical Education Teacher Certification 22 18 
Special Education 16 11 

 
Northeastern State University 

Early Childhood 50 38 
Elementary Education (Subtest 1) 234 142 
Elementary Education (Subtest 2) 186 156 
OGET 142 91 
OPTE 6-12 69 64 
OPTE PK-8 240 210 
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Optometry (OD) 28 28 
Reading (M ED) 42 41 
School Administration 45 41 
Speech Language Pathology 21 21 

 
Northwestern Oklahoma State 

Agricultural Education 12 12 
Early Childhood (OSAT) 8 8 
Education (OGET) 57 46 
Education (OPTE) 53 49 
Elementary Education (OSAT) 31 22 
English Education 3 3 
Health & Sports Science Education (OSAT) 8 7 
Nursing (NCLEX RN) 17 17 
School Counseling (OSAT) 4 3 
Social Science Education (OSAT) 6 6 

 
Southeastern Oklahoma State 

Elementary Education (Subtest 1) 61 55 
Elementary Education (Subtest 2) 51 49 
Elementary Principal Specialty 6 4 
English 11 9 
Health and Physical Education 33 29 
Instrumental Music 4 4 
Mild/Moderate Disabilities 8 6 
Principal Common Core 7 7 
Reading Specialist 8 8 
School Counselor 4 4 

 
Southwestern Oklahoma State  

Elementary Education 40 32 
Health Information Management 9 9 
Health, Physical Ed., and Recreational Education 15 15 
Master of Education in Educational Administration 80 71 
Master of Education in School Counseling 21 15 
Nursing 36 35 
Occupational Therapy Assistant, A.A.S. 12 11 
Pharm.D. 75 74 
Physical Therapy Assistant, A.A.S. 15 15 
Radiologic Technologies, A.A.S. 13 12 

 
Cameron University 

Early Childhood Education (OGET) 17 14 
Early Childhood Education (OPTE) 15 14 
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Early Childhood Education (OSAT) 15 12 
Elementary Education (OGET) 49 43 
Elementary Education (OPTE) 64 61 
Elementary Education (OSAT) 157 107 
Secondary Education (OGET) 12 12 
Secondary Education (OPTE) 10 10 
Secondary Education (OSAT) 2 2 

 
Langston University 

National Physical Therapy Examination (NPTE) 14  
Oklahoma General Education Test (OEGT) 24 11 
Oklahoma Professional Teaching Exam (OPTE) 7  
Oklahoma Subject Area Test (OSAT) 14  

 
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma 

Deaf Education (OSAT) 4 4 
Early Childhood Education (OSAT) 9 9 
Elementary Education (OSAT) 14 14 

 
Oklahoma Panhandle State University    

Agriculture Education (OPTE #76) 5 5 
Agriculture Education (OSAT #42) 5 5 
Elementary Education (OPTE #75) 10 10 
Elementary Education (OSAT #50) 18 18 
Elementary Education (OSAT #51) 2 2 
Health and Physical Education (OPTE #76) 1 1 
Health and Physical Education (OSAT #12) 4 4 

  
Connors State College 

CDA Credential 8 8 
Nursing (NCLEX – RN) 58 57 

 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 

Nursing (NCLEX) 50 44 
 
Murray State College 

Nursing 62 54 
Occupational Therapy Assistant 11  
Physical Therapy Assistant 18  

 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M College 

Medical Laboratory Technician 2 2 
Nursing – RN (generic) 58 45 
Nursing – RN (LPN and Paramedic Fast-Track) 19 18 
Physical Therapist Assistant 15 13 
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Northern Oklahoma College 

Nursing 95 94 
 
Rogers State University 

Emergency Medical Services 16 14 
Nursing 63 59 

 
Tulsa Community College 

Child Development 16 15 
Dental Hygiene 14 14 
Medical Laboratory Technology 13 12 
Nursing 184 161 
Occupational Therapy Assistant 14 14 
Pharmacy Technology 22 22 
Physical Therapy Assistant 25 22 
Radiography 23 22 
Respiratory Care 21 17 
Veterinary Technology 21 21 

 
Oklahoma State University – OKC 

Echocardiology/Vascular Technology 12 12 
EMT Basic 73 53 
Nursing 144 125 
Paramedic 14 10 
Police Science (CLEET) 35 35 
Radiologic Technology 24 22 
Sign Language Interpretation (EIPA) 2 2 
Sign Language Interpretation (QAST) 10 8 
Veterinary Technology (national) 46 37 
Veterinary Technology (state) 46 46 

 
Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology 

AC & Refrigeration 56 43 
Construction Management 38 38 
Culinary 62 51 
Ford 13 13 
HEVi – Aggreko 33 33 
HEVi – Kenworth  20 20 
Information Technologies 65 43 
Nursing 25 22 
Power Plant 5 3 
Watchmaking and Microtechnologies 6 5 

 
Western Oklahoma State College 
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Nursing (Altus Campus) 27 27 
Nursing (Elk City Campus) 16 11 
Nursing (Lawton Campus) 29 24 
Radiology 12 12 

 
Redlands Community College 

Nursing (RN) 33 27 
 
Carl Albert State College 

Nursing 22 15 
Physical Therapy Assistant 11 10 
Radiography 10 9 

 
Seminole State College 

MLT 12 11 
Nursing 25 23 

 
Rose State College 

Clinical Laboratory Tech (AAS) 18 18 
Dental Hygiene (AAS) 12 12 
Networking CyberSecurity Certificate 71 52 
Nursing Science (AAS) 104 102 
Radiologic Technology (AAS) 15 15 
Respiratory Therapist (AAS) 24 23 

 
Oklahoma City Community College 

Nursing 202 187 
Occupational Therapy Assistant 22 18 
Paramedic 12 12 
Physical Therapy Assistant 18 14 
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Assessment Budgets  
 

Regents’ policy states that academic service fees “shall not exceed the actual costs of the course of 
instruction or the academic services provided by the institution.”  (Chapter 4 – Budget and Fiscal Affairs, 
4.18.2 Definitions) 
 

 
Institution Assessment fees 

Assessment 
salaries 

Distributed to other 
departments 

Operational 
costs 

 
Total 

Expenditures 

University of Oklahoma  $680,000  $50,000  $500,000  $15,000  $565,000 

Oklahoma State University  $553,000  $290,000  $190,000  $30,000 $510,000 

Total Research $1,233,000  $340,000  $690,000  $45,000  $1,075,000 

University of Central Oklahoma $0  *  *  *  $0 

East Central University  $98,340 $127,757 $8,400 $32,183 $168,340 

Northeastern State University $237,888 $201,317  $0  $36,571 $237,888 
Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University $0  $103,672  $0  $16,925  $120,597 
Southeastern Oklahoma State 
University $0  $73,464  $10,000  $32,582  $116,046 
Southwestern Oklahoma State 
University $0  $194,659  $3,372  $67,000  $265,031 

Cameron University  $328,445  $157,303  $189,971  $74,398  $421,672 

Langston University  $66,404  $123,078 $0 $18,517 $141,595 
University of Science and Arts of 
Oklahoma $43,389  $42,427 $0  $14,286  $56,713 
Oklahoma Panhandle State 
University  $37,250 $53,446  $0 $58,394 $111,840 

Total Regional $811,716  $1,077,123  $211,743  $350,856 $1,639,722 

Carl Albert State College $2  $28,700  $0  $84,500  $113,200 

Connors State College $0 $45,000 $15,000 $10,000 $70,000 

Murray State College $0  $0  $0  $15,000  $15,000 
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M 
College $122,000  $50,000  $29,400 $28,180  $107,580 

Northern Oklahoma College $171,202  $62,936  $0  $41,900  $104,836 

Tulsa Community College  $586,777  $247,138  $90,540  $249,099  $586,777 

OCCC $257,251  $46,868  $411,933  $161,946  $620,747 

OSU-OKC $142,272  $177,328 $10,000  $17,868  $205,196 

OSU-IT $85,584  $103,777  $0  $30,200  $133,977 

Rogers State University  $279,048  $272,515  $2,500  $19,645  $294,660 

Redlands Community College  $112,000  $72,056  $30,474  $7,528  $110,058 

Rose State College $154,293  $45,921  $53,221  $57,452  $156,594 

Seminole State College $78,700 $10,885 $0 $5,500 $16,385 

Western Oklahoma State College $164,358  $72,809  $0  $8,100  $80,909 

Total Community $2,153,487  $1,235,933 $643,068  $736,918  $2,615,919 

State Total $4,198,203  $2,653,056  $1,544,811  $1,132,774 $5,330,641 
 
* - UCO note: In 2005 The $1.00 per credit hour assessment fee was rolled into tuition. Assessment is funded by E&G funds and supplemented 
by course fees within each college. 
** - Eastern Oklahoma State College did not submit data. EOSC note: Assessment and testing are not budgeted separately. These items are 
included within the total budgets of the academic divisions and departmental budgets. 
 
Source: Online survey 
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Course Placement Cut-Scores by Subject, Test, and Institution 
 

Subject Test Battery Test Institution Cut-Score Course 

ENGLISH ACCUPLACER English CSC SS <80 and RC 64+ Fundamentals of English 
   CSC SS 80+ and RC 80+ English Composition I 
   NSU 0-79 Writing Enhancement 
   OCCC 83+ English Composition I 
  Sentence Skills CU <65 Basic Composition Skills 
   CU 65-95 Developmental Writing 
   CU >95 English Composition I 
   LU <75 Basic English 
   LU 75-120 English Composition I 
   NEO A&M <77.9 Basic Composition 
   NEO A&M >77.9 English Composition I 
   NWOSU 0-86.99 Developmental English 
   NWOSU 87+ English Composition I 
   OPSU 0-87 Basic English 
   OPSU 87+ English Composition I 
   SEOSU 0-84 Developmental English 
   SEOSU 85+ English Composition I 
   SWOSU 0-70 Fundamentals of English 
   SWOSU 70+ English Composition I 
   UCO 0-76 Fundamentals of English 
   UCO 77+ English Composition I 
 ASSET English CSC WS <45 and RS <42 Fundamentals of English 
   CSC WS 45+ and RS 42+ English Composition I 
   SSC 0-21 Basic Grammar 
   SSC 22-39 Fundamentals of English 
   SSC 40+ English Composition I 
  Writing OCCC 45+ English Composition I 
   OU >76 English Composition I 
 COMPASS English CSC W <75 and R <76 Fundamentals of English 
   CSC W 75+ and R 76+ English Composition I 
   MSC <38 Basic English I 
   MSC 38-62 Basic English II 
   MSC >62 English Composition I 
   OSU 0-55 Basic Composition 
   OSU 56-100 English Composition I 
   OU 0-84 Developmental English 
   OU 85-100 English Composition I 
   SSC 0-13 Basic Grammar 
   SSC 39-73 Fundamentals of English 
   SSC 74+ English Composition I 
  E-WRITE NOC 0-7 Basic Composition 
  Writing CASC 74+ English Composition I 
   ECU <56 Fundamentals of English 
   ECU 56+ English Composition I 
   EOSC <62 Developmental English 
   OCCC 82+ English Composition I 
   OSUIT <74 English Fundamentals 
   OSUIT >73 English Composition I 
   OSU-OKC <41 Developmental Writing 
   OSU-OKC 41-81 Basic Composition 
   OSU-OKC >81 Freshman Composition I 
   RCC <37 Fundamentals of English 
   RCC 38-58 Basic College Writing 
   RCC 59-67 “Decision Zone” 
   RCC >67 English Composition I 
   RSC <38 Basic Communications 
   RSC 39-73 Fundamentals of English 
   RSC 74-99 English Composition I 
   RSU <83 Writing I 
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Subject Test Battery Test Institution Cut-Score Course 
   TCC <38 Writing I 
   TCC 38-74 Writing II 
   TCC >74 English Composition I 
   USAO 75+ Basic Composition Skills 
   WOSC 0-69 English Fundamentals 
   WOSC 70+ English Composition I 

READING ACCUPLACER Reading 
Comprehension CU <64 College Reading Fundamentals 

   CU 64-77 Developmental Reading Laboratory 
   CU >77 College Reading & Study Strategies 
   CSC <64 Developmental Reading I 
   CSC <80 Developmental Reading II 
   LU <75 Reading Improvement 
   NEO A&M <77 Improved Reading Skills 
   NSU 0-74 Reading Enhancement 
   NWOSU 0-74.99 Developmental Reading 
   OPSU <70 Developmental Reading 
   SEOSU 0-73 Developmental Reading 
   SWOSU <75 Improvement of Reading 
   UCO 0-74 Reading / Study Skills 
 ASSET Reading Skills CSC <39 Developmental Reading I 
   CSC <42 Developmental Reading II 
 COMPASS Reading CSC 0-60 Developmental Reading I 
   CSC 60-75 Developmental Reading II 
   ECU 0-77 Developmental Reading 
   EOSC <72 Developmental Reading 
   MSC <71 College Reading 
   NOC 0-80 Basic Reading 
   OSU 0-70 Improving College Reading Skills 
   OSUIT <81 Reading Fundamentals 
   OSU-OKC <66 Reading for College Prep I 
   OSU-OKC 66-79 Reading for College Prep II 
   OU  0-80 Developmental Reading 
   OU 81-100 College Level Reading 
   RCC <56 Reading Improvement 
   RCC 57-65 “Decision Zone” 
   RCC 66-79 Basic College Reading 
   RSC <44 Reading Skills 
   RSC 45-75 Reading and Study Skills I 
   RSC 76-80 Reading and Study Skills II 
   RSU <83 Reading I 
   SSC 0-44 Basic College Reading 
   SSC 45-70 Fundamentals of Reading 
   SSC 71+ Reading Improvement 
   TCC <57 Reading I 
   TCC 57-79 Reading II 
   WOSC 0-65 Developmental Reading II 
   WOSC 66-79 Developmental Reading III 
 Nelson-Denny Test Reading SSC 4.1-7.9 Basic College Reading 
   SSC 8.0-9.9 Fundamentals of Reading 
   SSC 10+ Reading Improvement 
   SEOSU 0-42 Developmental Reading 
MATH ACCUPLACER Arithmetic NWOSU 0-54.99 Hold on Science 

  Elementary 
Algebra CSC <32 Basic Math 

   CSC <53 Elementary Algebra 
   CSC <73 Intermediate Algebra 

   CSC 73+ College Algebra or  
College Level Math 

   CU <44 Pre-Algebra 
   CU 44-64 Beginning Algebra 
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Subject Test Battery Test Institution Cut-Score Course 
   CU 65-74 Intermediate Algebra 
   CU >74 Survey of Mathematics 
   CU >97 College Algebra 
   LU <50 Elementary Algebra 
   LU 50-74 Intermediate Algebra 
   LU  75-120 College Algebra 
   NEO A&M <32 Basic Math 
   NEO A&M 32-52.9 Introduction to Algebra 
   NEO A&M 53-72.9 Intermediate Algebra 
   NEO A&M >72.9 College Algebra 
   NWOSU <44.99 Pre-Intermediate Algebra 
   NWOSU 45.0-74.99 Intermediate Algebra 
   NWOSU >75 College Algebra 
   OCCC 39-75 Intermediate Algebra 
   OCCC 60-120 College Algebra 
   OPSU <55 Pre-Algebra 
   OPSU 55-72 Intermediate Algebra 
   OPSU 73+ College Algebra 
   OU 85-125 Elementary Algebra 

   SEOSU 0-41 Elementary Algebra or 
Developmental Algebra  

   SEOSU 42-54 Intermediate Algebra 
   SEOSU 75+ College Algebra 
   SWOSU <75 Basic Algebra 
   SWOSU 75-84 Basic Algebra recommended 

   SWOSU 85-94 Math Concepts recommended or 
Intermediate Algebra recommended 

   SWOSU 95+ College Algebra recommended 
   UCO 0-64 Fundamentals of Algebra I 
   UCO 65-74 Fundamentals of Algebra II 
   UCO 75-97 Math for General Education 
   UCO 98+ College Algebra 

 ASSET Elementary 
Algebra CSC <49 Intermediate Algebra 

   CSC 49+ College Algebra or  
College Level Math 

   SSC 0-34 Elementary Algebra 
   SSC 35+ Intermediate Algebra 

  Intermediate 
Algebra SSC 0-39 Intermediate Algebra 

   SSC 40+ College Algebra 
  Numerical Skills   CSC <32 Basic Math 
   CSC 32+ and EA <44 Elementary Algebra 
   OCCC 35-55 Elementary Algebra 
   SSC 0-34 Basic Math 
   SSC 35+ Elementary Algebra 
 COMPASS Algebra CASC 45-65 Intermediate Algebra 
   CASC 66+ College Algebra 
   NOC 0-18 Pre-Algebra 
   NOC 19-41 Concepts of Algebra 
   NOC 42-72 Intermediate Algebra 

   OSU 0-54 Concepts of Algebra or  
Intermediate Algebra 

   OSU 55-71 Intermediate Algebra 
   OSU 72+ College Algebra 
   OSUIT <45 Math Fundamentals 
   OSUIT 45-67 Intermediate Algebra 
   OSUIT >67 College Algebra 
   OSU-OKC 35-43 Intro/Intermediate Algebra 
   OSU-OKC <43 Intermediate Algebra 
   OSU-OKC 43-75 Intermediate Algebra 
   OSU-OKC 76-100 College Algebra 
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Subject Test Battery Test Institution Cut-Score Course 
   RCC <35 Basic Algebra 
   RCC 36-66 Intermediate Algebra 
   RCC 57-70 Contemporary Math 
   RCC 67-69 “Decision Zone” 
   RCC >70 College Algebra 
   RSC <25 Pre-Algebra or Technical Math 
   RSC 26-50 Elementary Algebra 
   RSC 51-75 Intermediate Algebra 
   RSC 60-99 General College Math 
   RSC 76-99 College Algebra 
   SSC 0-44 Elementary Algebra 
   SSC 45-64 Intermediate Algebra 
   SSC 65-100 College Algebra 
   TCC <39 Beginning Algebra 
   TCC 39-65 Intermediate Algebra 
   TCC 66-100 College Algebra 
   USAO 36+ Basic Algebra 
   WOSC 0-27 Beginning Algebra 
   WOSC 28-49 Intermediate Algebra 
   WOSC 50-100 College Algebra 
  College Algebra OSUIT >44 College Algebra 
   OSU-OKC <60 College Algebra 
   OSU-OKC >59 Trigonometry 
   OU 40-44 Intermediate Algebra 

   OU 45-49 plus HSGPA <3.5 or 
Transfer GPA <2.8 

Intermediate Algebra or  
Math for Critical Thinking 

   OU 45-49 plus a trigonometry score 
<30 

College Algebra for Science or  
Pre-Calc for Business 

   OU 50-70 plus HSGPA <3.5 or 
Transfer GPA <2.8 

College Algebra for Science or  
Pre-Calc for Business 

   OU 61-70 plus a trigonometry score 
of 75-100 

Pre-Calc for Science or  
Calc I for Business 

   OU 61-80 plus a trigonometry score 
of 75-100 Calc I for Science 

   OU 70-100 plus a trigonometry 
score <30 Pre-Calc for Science 

   OU 81-100 plus a trigonometry 
score of 65-100 Calc I for Science 

   RSC <25 Elementary Algebra 
   RSC 26-50 Intermediate Algebra 
   RSC 40-99 General College Math 
   RSC 41-99 Technical Algebra 
   RSC 46-99 Plane or Technical Trigonometry 
   RSC 51-99 College Algebra 

   RSC 80-99 
Calculus 1 Bus/SS Calculus for 
Technology or Calculus & Analytic 
Geometry I 

   TCC <39 College Algebra 
   TCC 39-100 Trigonometry 

  Intermediate 
Algebra OU 0-49 plus HSGPA <3.5 or 

Transfer GPA <2.8 Fundamental Algebra  

   OU 0-49 plus HSGPA >3.5 or 
Transfer GPA >2.8 Elementary Algebra 

   OU 50-100 Intermediate Algebra 
   OU 60-100 Math for Critical Thinking 
  Math CSC PA <36 and A <21  Basic Math 
   OCCC 0-49 Intermediate Algebra 
   OCCC 56+ College Algebra 
   CSC PA <51 and A <41 Elementary Algebra 
   CSC PA <66 and A <62 Intermediate Algebra 

   CSC PA 66+ and A 61+  College Algebra or  
College Level Math 

   ECU 0-40 Intermediate Algebra 
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Subject Test Battery Test Institution Cut-Score Course 
   ECU 40+ Survey of Mathematics 
   ECU 52+ College Algebra 
   MSC 0-32 Intro Math 
   MSC 33-66 Beginning Algebra 
   MSC 67-100 Intermediate Algebra 
   MSC >100 College Algebra or Survey of Math 
   RSU <36 Elementary Algebra/Plus 
   RSU 36-54 Intermediate Algebra 
  Pre-Algebra CASC <45 Developmental Math 
   EOSC <45 Developmental Mathematics 
   OSUIT <46 Math Fundamentals 
   OSUIT >45 Business Math 
   OSU-OKC <60 Pre-Algebra 
   OSU-OKC >59 Introductory Algebra 
   OU 0-45 Developmental Math 
   RCC <23 Basic Mathematics 
   RCC 24-55 General College Math 
   RCC 56-60 “Decision Zone” 
   RCC 61-100 Basic Algebra 
   RSC <30 Arithmetic Skills 
   RSC 31-60 Pre-Algebra or Technical Math 
   RSC 61-99 Elementary Algebra 
   SSC 0-46 Basic Math 
   SSC 47-100 Elementary Algebra 
   TCC <36 Basic Mathematics 
   TCC 36-100 Beginning Algebra 
   USAO 56+ Basic Math 
   WOSC 1-46 Basic Math 
   WOSC 47+ Beginning Algebra 
  Trigonometry RSC 70-99 Calculus & analytic Geometry I 
   TCC <46 Trigonometry 
   TCC 46-100 Calculus I 

 ACCUPLACER Reading 
Comprehension NEO A&M >76.9 College level science 

  Elementary 
Algebra NEO A&M >52.9 College level science 

 COMPASS Algebra + 
Reading OSUIT >148 Entry-level proficiency for Science 

  College Algebra + 
Reading OSUIT >125 Entry-level proficiency for Science 

  Math ECU <20 Concepts in Science 
  Reading ECU <70 Concepts in Science 
   NOC 0-80 Basic Science 

 Other In-house Science 
Placement USAO 50+ General Science 

  Stanford Science 
Test SEOSU <20 Concepts in Science 

  STASS Science RSU 56th percentile Science Proficiency 
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 Assessment Policy 

3.19  ASSESSMENT  
 
3.19.1  Purpose of Policy 
 
  Accountability to the citizens of Oklahoma within a tax-supported educational system is very 

important. Improvement in student learning, measurable through assessment programs, is an 
achievable outcome and the responsibility of the State System.  

   
  Policy Procedures 
 
3.19.3 Institutional Requirements  
 
  Each college and university shall assess individual student performance in achieving its 

programmatic objectives. Specifically, each institution will develop criteria, subject to State 
Regents' approval, for the evaluation of students at college entry to determine academic 
preparation and course placement, general education assessment to determine basic skill 
competencies, program outcomes assessment to evaluate the outcomes in the student's major, and 
student perception of program quality including satisfaction with support services, academic 
curriculum, and the faculty. Such evaluation criteria must be tied to stated program outcomes and 
learner competencies. Data at each level of assessment will be reported to the State Regents 
annually and will include detailed information designed to ensure accountability throughout the 
system. (Note: Detailed information on assessment reporting guidelines is available in the 
Academic Affairs Procedures Handbook available upon request).  

 
Related Policy Information 
 

The purpose of assessment is to maximize student success through the assessment process by the 
systematic gathering, interpretation, and use of information about student learning/achievement to 
improve instruction. The results of assessment contribute to and are an integral part of the 
institution's strategic planning and program review process to improve teaching and learning. 
Assessment is also one mechanism to monitor the effectiveness of the State System. Finally, 
student assessment is designed to contribute to: (1) assuring the integrity of college degrees and 
other educational activities/goals, (2) increasing the retention and graduate rates of college 
students, (3) enhancing the quality of campus life in general, and (4) encouraging high school 
students to improve their academic preparation for college. 
 
To achieve the above goals, the State Regents implemented assessment requirements for 
institutions in the State System beginning Fall 1994. 

 
Minimum subject test scores on the ACT are the “first cut” in assessing students’ knowledge 
levels. The appropriate subject test level for each area (one system score for each subject area) is 
set by the State Regents through staff work with ACT and the Council on Instruction. 
 
The 2008-09 ACT minimum subject test scores for entry-level assessment are: 
 

Math 19 
English 19 
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Science 19 
Reading 19 

 
Students not scoring the required ACT minimum will be required to take a secondary assessment 
as outlined in the institution’s annual assessment plan. Students not meeting the secondary 
assessment are required to enroll in remedial/developmental courses before enrolling in collegiate 
level courses in that subject area. Students admitted under the Special Adult Admission provision 
may be exempt from this requirement. 
 
Concurrently enrolled high school students must meet the minimum ACT requirement. Secondary 
assessment is not allowed for concurrent students, and concurrent students may not enroll in 
remedial/developmental course work. 
 
There are no subject equivalent scores for the SAT. 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 
1. Although it is expected that first-time applicants under 21 will present ACT test scores, many 
have not yet taken it. Is it permissible for the community colleges to use their institution all 
approved assessment test as the first-cut test score for placement if the applicant has not taken 
the ACT? 
Unless the student is admitted under one of the State Regents' special admission provisions, i.e. 
adult admission, the State Regents' policy states that for admission to a community college a 
student has to "participate in the ACT program or a similar acceptable battery of tests is eligible 
for admission to any of the community colleges in the State System. Students utilizing a test other 
than ACT will have their scores converted to ACT equivalents." The SAT test is the only test 
with a concordance table to ACT. 
 
2. Are the ACT subscores of 19 required for college admission? 
No, the ACT subscores are an assessment/course placement requirement. The performance 
admission standards are unaffected by this policy change. Community colleges are, and will 
remain, open admission institutions. 
 
3. If a student has the appropriate number of high school units but doesn't have a 19 in that 
subject area, does the student have a deficiency? 
The student does not have a curricular deficiency, but he/she has to remediate in the weak subject 
area(s). The assessment procedure is an additional requirement to assist students to be prepared 
for collegiate level instruction. 
 
4. Is it mandatory to re-test students with an additional test after they have failed to meet the 
designated ACT subscore or may they be placed directly into remedial course work? 
In most cases an approved institutional assessment plan will identify a secondary testing 
procedure, but this is not mandatory. A student scoring below a 19 must be placed in remedial 
course work if no other evidence of proficiency is provided (such as secondary testing). 
 
5. May a student assume responsibility for taking college-level course work and have the 
requirement waived? 
No, students must provide evidence of proficiency in each subject area or successfully complete a 
remedial course. 
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Approval and Revisions 
Adopted October 4, 1991. Revised April 15, 1994; June 28, 1995; June 28, 1996; and June 29, 
2006. 
 
The April 15, 1994 revisions added a section requiring concurrently enrolled high school students 
to meet assessment requirements before enrolling in courses in each subject area. 
 
The June 28, 1995 revisions defined graduate student assessment and removed secondary 
assessment for concurrent students. 
 
The June 28, 1996 revisions included requiring all concurrently enrolled high school students to 
meet the same requirement, including those from accredited high schools, private non-accredited 
high schools, and home schooled students. 
 
The June 29, 2006 revisions included changing the term “mid-level” assessment to “general 
education” assessment and moving specific reporting requirements to this handbook. 

 

 
 


